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Electron Correlations in Solid State Physics 

By 

James Knox Freericks 

Abstract 

Exactly solvable models of electron correlations in solid state physics ar~ 

presented. These models include the spinless Falicov-Kimball model, the t-t' -J 

model, and the Hubbard model. The spinless Falicov-Kimball model is analyzed in 

one-dimension. Perturbation theory and numerical techniques are employed to deter

mine the phase diagram at zero temperature. A fractal structure is found where the 

ground-state changes (discontinuously) at each rational electron filling. The t-t' -J 

model (strongly interacting limit of a Hubbard model) is studied on eight-site small 

clusters in the simple-cubic, body-centered-cubic, face-centered-cubic, and square lat

tices. Symmetry is used to simplify the problem and determine the exact many-body 

wavefunctions. Ground states are found that exhibit magnetic order or heavy

fermionic character. Attempts to extrapolate to the thermodynamic limit are also 

made. The Hubbard model is examined on an eight-site square-lattice cluster in the 

presence of and in the absence of a "magnetic field" that couples only to orbital 

motion. A new magnetic phase is discovered for the ordinary Hubbard model at half-
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filling. In the "magnetic field" case, it is found that the strongly frustrated Heisenberg 

model may be studied from adiabatic continuation of a tight-binding model (from weak 

to strong coupling) at one point. The full symmetries of the Hamiltonian are utilized 

to make the exact diagonalization feasible. Finally, the presence of "hidden" extra 

symmetry for finite size clusters with periodic boundary conditions is analyzed for a 

variety of clusters. Moderately sized systems allow nonrigid transformations that map 

a lattice onto itself preserving its neighbor structure; similar operations are not present 

in smaller or larger systems. The additional symmetry requires particular representa

tions of the space group to stick together explaining many puzzling degeneracies found 

in exact diagonalization studies. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1 Overview of the Many-Body Problem 

The many-body problem constitutes the quantum-mechanical problem of a system 

with a large number of mutually interacting particles. Its solutions are rich in structure 

and complex, having applications to many areas in physics and chemistry. The 

essence of the many-body problem involves the study of correlated motions of parti

cles; i.e. , the response of the other particles in the system to the motion of a given 

particle. 

There are many examples of physical phenomena that originate from the corre

lated motion of electrons. The simplest example is of Van der Waals forces between 

neutral atoms. When two atoms are brought close together, the electronic charge cloud 

of one atom interacts with the charge cloud of the other so that the electrons avoid 

each other. This correlated motion of the electrons produces fluctuating dipole 

moments on each atom that attract each other with a potential that depends on the 

inverse sixth power of the distance between the atoms. Another example is an exciton 

in a semiconductor. An exciton is formed by the correlated motion of an electron in a 

conduction band and a hole in the valence band that allow the particles to bind 

together into a complex. A third example is that of a (Mott-Anderson) insulator. Con

sider a crystal composed of ions that have one conduction electron per site and a 

strong electron-electron interaction that forbids more than one electron on any ion at 

any time. Band theory (which neglects the electron-electron interaction) predicts that 

the material is a metal with a half-filled conduction band. When electron correlations 

are taken into account, the material is a perfect insulator, since the electrons are 

"frozen" at each lattice site. 

Approximation methods must be used, in general, to try to understand the many

body problem. The simplest approximation is to assume the particles are independent 
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of one another (although they may interact with a common external potential), the 

independent-particle (or single-particle) picture. Residual particle-particle interactions 

may then be added in a self-consistent manner. The independent-particle model 

neglects correlations between particles, but can be explicitly solved. The problem of 

treating particle correlations on the same footing as the external interactions is a 

difficult one that has occupied physicists for more than 50 years. 

An analogy to the difference in difficulty between the single-particle approach 

and the full many-body problem can be made with two childhood puzzles: the square 

alphabet puzzle and Rubik:'s cube. The object of the square alphabet puzzle is to 

arrange 24 interlocked plastic tiles, each with a letter of the alphabet on it, into alpha

betic order on a 5 x 5 square. The Rubik's cube puzzle has a 3 x 3 x 3 cube, with 

each elementary square face colored in one of six colors,_ that must be rearranged so 

that each side of the full cube is one color. There are two methods to use in solving· 

the problem. The first method is analogous to the independent-particle picture. The 

puzzle is disassembled, the pieces are sorted, and the puzzle is reassembled in solved 

form. In this solution, each piece of the puzzle is treated independently and the only 

difficulty is figuring out how to .take the puzzle apart and put it back together again. 

The second method is analogous to the full many-body problem. One figures out how 

to move individual pieces of the puzzle from one spot to another, taking into account 

the "correlated" motion of all the other pieces, in such a fashion as to completely solve 

the puzzle. Although both methods yield the same final result, the first method is 

viewed as a cheat and the second as an elegant solution (even though it is much more 

difficult). The many-body problem is not as cut and dry as this example suggests

the independent-particle solution usually does not agree with the full many-body solu

tion (due to cot:elation effects) and the determination of the full many-body solution 

can be prohibitively more difficult than the independent-particle solution. 
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1.2 Models of Electron Correlation 

One of the most popular models for strong electron correlations in solid state 

physics is the Hubbard model1 and its approximations. Originally introduced in the 

early 1960's, the Hubbard model consists of two interactions: a tight-binding (hopping) 

term that models the kinetic energy in a solid and a short-range (on-site) Coulomb 

interaction term that models the screened electron-electron repulsion in a metal. The 

single-band Hubbard Hamiltonian is 

HHubb = - L tija ci~ Cja + U L niJ.nit 
i,j;a 

(1.1) 

where ci~ [cia] creates [annihilates] a localized (Wannier) electron, with z-component 

of spin a, at site i, nia = ci~ cia is the corresponding number operator, tija is the 

tight-binding (hopping) matrix, and U is the on-site Coulomb interaction. 

The Hubbard model (and its multi-band generalization) was introduced to 

describe electronic systems in narrow-band materials such as transition metals. It has 

a deceptively simple Hamiltonian constructed from two noncommuting terms that can 

be explicitly diagonalized separately (in momentum space for the hopping term) but 

defy general solution when combined together. The model has been solved exactly in 

one-dimension using the Be the ansatz by Lieb and Wu. 2 However, the wavefunctions 

are so complex that, even after twenty years of research, their properties have not been 

completely determined. 3 The Hubbard model is diagonalized exactly for an eight-site 

system in Chapter IV. 

There is an interesting map of the many-body Hubbard Hamiltonian (1.1) onto an 

effective tight-binding model that is noninteracting4 (see below for an example). The 

"lattice" points denote each of the linearly independent basis states of the many-body 

Hilbert space. The "lattice connectivity" is determined by how each state is mapped 
-

into one another by the Hubbard Hamiltonian. The result is an effective tight-binding 

model (including on-site terms) that can be trivially diagonalized in theory. In 
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practice, the problem becomes intractable for a large system since the effective lattice 

does not have simple periodic symmetry. In other words, the mapping to an effective 

lattice model indicates that the Hubbard Hamiltonian matrix is a large 

[exp(lo23) x exp(lo23)] and sparse (only many-body states with N -1, N, or N + 1 

doubly occupied sites are coupled to a state with N doubly occupied sites) matrix but 

it cannot be reduced to a very small matrix by symmetry alone (as is done in the pho

non problem with the dynamical matrix and Bloch's theorem). 

There are two approximations to the Hubbard Hamiltonian that are commonly 

studied: the spinless Falicov-Kimball models and the t-J model.6 Both approxima

tions arise from different limiting forms of (1.1)., 

The spinless Falicov-Kimball models results when the Hubbard Hamiltonian is 

generalized to have spin-dependent hopping (tij i * tij J.) and the limit of infinitely mas

sive spin-down electrons is taken (tij .1. ~ 0). The spin-up electrons are independent of 

one another and have an on-site interaction with the spin-down electrons that are 

frozen in a particular configuration on the lattice. If a classical variable Wi is defined 

to be one [zero] if the ith site is occupied [unoccupied] by a spin-down electron, then 

the spinless Falicov-Kimball model is described by the following Hamiltonian 

Hp K = - ~ to 0 c.t c 0 + U ~ no Wo 
- "'- IJ I J "'- I I 

(1.2) 
i,j 

where the (up) spin subscript has been dropped for convenience. The many-body phy

sics !enters by a minimization process where the ground-state configuration {Wi} is 

determined as the configuration (with fixed static-particle number) that minimizes the 

total energy of the itinerant particles. This model has many different physical interpre

tations. It was originally introduced5 to describe metal-insulator transitions in rare

earth and transition-metal compounds. The itinerant particles correspond to conduction 

electrons and the static particles to the localized (d- or f -) electrons. It has subse

quently been used to describe electron-induced crystallization 7 where the static 
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particles are now interpreted as ions. The one-dimensional version of the spinless 

Falicov-Kimball model is studied in Chapter IT. 

The t-1 model6 is the strong-coupling limit (U ~co) of the Hubbard model. 

The full Hilben space of the Hubbard model is truncated to a Hilben space that does 

not include any of the many-body states that have more than one electron per site. In 

other words, the electrons satisfy a "super" Pauli principle that forbids two electrons 

with the same spin or opposite spin from occupying the same localized orbital. · Resi

dual interactions arise from Anderson~s superexchange6 and correspond to a nearest

neighbor Heisenberg antiferromagnet. The t-J Hamiltonian is derived from a canoni

cal transformation8•9 of (1.1) that projects out doubly occupied states. The result is (to 

second order) 

i ,j; CJ i ,j 

when three-site interactions are neglected. The t-J model is examined for a variety of 

geometries in Chapter Til. 

In order to make contact with macroscopic (real) systems, the many-body prob

lem must be solved in the thermodynamic limit (number of panicles ~ co). This is 

not possible in general, so approximation schemes must be undenaken. The approxi

mation schemes (see below) fall into two broad categories - the perturbation 

approach 10 and the small-cluster approach.11 The perturbation approach takes the ther

modynamic limit of an independent-panicle system and then treats the interactions 

(usually in an approximate fashion). This first approach depends on the applicability 

of adiabatic continuation: as the interactions are slowly turned on, the ground state 

evolves from an independent-panicle ground state to the many-body ground state in a 

smooth fashion without passing through any phase boundaries. The small-cluster 

approach stans with a finite system and solves (exactly or approximately) for the 

many-body solution. These solutions are then extrapolated for larger and larger 
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systems to reach the thermodynamic limit. This second approach is subject to many 

uncontrollable finite-size effects that make the extrapolation process very difficult. 

The difference between these two approaches lies in the different order that limits 

are taken. The perturbation approach works with a large number of particles then 

turns on the particle-particle interaction, whereas the small-cluster approach first turns 

on the particle-particle interactions and then lets the system grow. In an ideal situa

tion, both approaches would be explicitly solvable and the two solutions would agree 

(indicating that the order of taking limits is not important). However, whether or not 

this holds in general is unknown, since neither means of solution can be carried out, 

for most systems, to suitable limits. 

Electrons in metals form an example to the perturbation approach.10 In the 

independent-particle (one-electron) picture, the electrons fill every one-electron level of 

the metallic band structure that lie below the Fermi energy. The Fermi surface is the 

(multiply) connected surface that separates, in k-space, occupied and unoccupied 

states. The electron filling is a step function in one-electron-energy space (see Fig. 

1.1). When interactions between the electrons are slowly turned on, the electron filling 

is modified, with some previously occupied states being emptied and some previously 

empty states being filled. If perturbation theory is valid;12 i.e., the many-body ground 

state is adiabatically connected to the one-electron ground state, then the distribution is 

changed (see Fig. 1.1) but a discontinuity in k -space still exists that defines the Fermi 

surface. The volume enclosed by the Fermi surface, before and after the interactions 

are turned on, is unchanged. Elementary excitations (quasi-electrons, quasi-holes) are 

well-defined near the Fermi surface. These excitations are dressed electrons and holes 

that correspond to a bare (real) particle clothed by its screening cloud. The quasiparti

cles have very small residual interactions between one another and are well-defined 

because they have long lifetimes. The analysis of this quasiparticle system is called 

Fermi liquid theory and was originally proposed by Landau.13 
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The two-site Hubbard model (Hydrogen molecule) is the simplest example of the 

small-cluster approach. It was solved independently by Harris and Lange8 and Falicov 

and Harris.14 It corresponds to the Hubbard Hamiltonian (1.1) with i and j running 

over 1 and 2 only and t 1; 0 = t 210 = t. The one and three electron problems are ident

ical to the independent-particle solution so only the half-filled case of two electrons is 

considered. The Hamiltonian is spin-rotationally symmetric so the many-body eigen

states can be classified according to their total spin (S = 0 or 1). Without loss of gen

erality, the problem can be restricted to Sz = 0. There are four many-body eigen-

states: 

11 > = c {rc h I o > = i J. o 

12 > = c {rc {J, I o > = o i J. 

13 > = c {rc {J, I 0 > = i J. 

14> = c{tch 10> = J. i 

The effective tight-binding model4 is illustrated schematically in Fig. 1.2. 

(1.4) 

The spin symmetry has not been taken into account yet. Neither has the spatial 

symmetry P that permutes sites 1 and 2. Wavefunctions can be classified as being 

even or odd under the operation P . Changing basis functions to those that have 

definite spin and spatial symmetry produces 

1 
I a > = "2 ( 11 > + 12 >) , even , S = 0 

1 
lb > = "2 (11> -12>), odd, S=O 

1 
I c > = "2 ( 13 > + 14 >) , even , S = 0 

1 
ld > = "2 (13> -14>), odd, s =1 (1.5) 

Note that the assignment of spin to the states I c > and I d > is not incorrect. It arises 
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from the convention of labeling many-body states. In particular, if the spin-lowering 

operator is applied to the S = 1, Sz = 1 eigenstate 

= 13>- 14>=..J21d> (1.6) 

then the S = 1, Sz =0 eigenstate results, as claimed. The only states that can be mixed 

by the Hamiltonian are I a > and I c > ( I b > and ld > are eigenstates with eigenvalues 

U and 0 respectively). The reduced Hamiltonian block is 

( u -2t) 
-2t 0 (1.7) 

for the I a>, I c > subspace with eigenvalues 

(1.8) 

The ground state has energy E _, zero spin, and is even under P. Note that by taking 

full advantage of the symmetry, the problem was reduced to a trivial one. 

1.3 Methods of Solution 

There are many different techniques that have been applied to find exact or 

approximate solutions to the many-body problem. A comprehensive (but not exhaus

tive) list is given below of the different methods that have been applied to Fermi sys

tems in solid-state physics. The techniques have been grouped into categories that 

denote the types of methods that are used. These designations are somewhat arbitrary 

and are not exclusive, as some techniques fall into more than one category. 

(i) Direct perturbative methods 

Perturbation theory can take on many different forms but all methods are based 

on the assumption that interactions are "small" in comparison to the unperturbed sys

tem. Direct perturbation theory15 (Rayleigh-Schtxlinger perturbation theory) has 
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notorious difficulties when applied to the many-body problem10 with calculated results 

diverging to all orders (this arises in part because the perturbation series tends to be an 

asymptotic series rather than a Taylor series). Wigner-Brillouin perturbation theory16 

produces energies that are solutions of algebraic equations but it generally yields 

results that are less accurate than the Rayleigh-SchrlXlinger series. 

One promising method produces eigenvalue expansions in the form of continued 

fractions (a special case of Pade approximations) and is called the projection method. 17 

It is based on similar techniques used in statistical mechanics called the memory

function formalism. 18 High-order expansions are difficult because they involve compli-

cated cumulant averages of operators, but low-order results produce quite accurate 

energies. 

(ii) Diagrammatic methods 

Diagrammatic methods use powerful techniques of partially summing infinite 

series of diagrams (corresponding to infinite-order summations of perturbation series) 

to eliminate spurious divergences of direct perturbation theory. Diagrammatic expan

sions are based strongly on the concept of adiabatic (analytic) continuation from a 

noninteracting system to a strongly interacting system (i.e. , the perturbation series can 

be summed and analytically continued if handled "properly"). Dyson's equation10 is 

the principle means used to extract information from the diagrammatic expansion. To 

illustrate consider the geometric series F (x) 

-
F (x) = L x" = 1 + x F (x) (1.9) 

II =0 

The second equality is the simplest form of a Dyson equation that can be solved 

F (x) = 11(1-x ). The power series only converges for I x I < 1, but the Dyson equa

tion produces the correct analytic continuation of the power series for all x -:F. 1. 

Diagrammatic methods have been quite successful in a low-density Fermi sys

tem19 (the ladder approximation) and in the high-density Fermi system20 (the random-
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phase approximation). These methods can be pushed further by self-consistently 

renormalizing the diagrams10 to calculate the residual interactions between dressed par

ticles. 

(iii) Uncontrolled methods 

Uncontrolled methods are all based on approximations that have no internal test 

for how important a role the neglected terms make to the solution. The variational 

method is one of the most popular uncontrolled approximations. In the variational 

approach the many-body ground state is approximated by a trial state which produces 

an upper bound to the ground-state energy. Unfortunately, the variational method is 

more of an art than a science, since the end results are only as good as the input trial 

states. 

The simplest variational approximation is the Hartree-Fock approximation21 

whose trial ·state is a Slater determinant of independent-particle wavefunctions. This 

variational calculation can be viewed as a mean-field theory in the following sense: 

each particle interacts (self-consistently) with the average field of the other particles 

and particle-particle correlations are neglected. The Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer 

theory22 of superconductivity is another variational method that is a mean-field theory. 

It agrees extremely well with experimental results for conventional superconductors. 

Other variational approaches include projective methods (such as the Gutzwillex23 

approach) that create trial variational states by continuously interpolating between 

wavefunctions that satisfy the Pauli principle and wavefunctions that satisfy the super 

·pauli principle. Laughlin's theory for the fractional quantum Hall effec~4 illustrates 

the "artistic" side to the variational method: the trial state is a blind guess that pro

duces remarkable agreement with experiment. 

Slave-boson and slave-fermion theories25 are mean-field theories that have been a 

popular approach to the strongly coupled limit of the Hubbard model. Auxiliary 

bosonic or fermionic fields are introduced to enforce the constraint of no double 
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occupation of sites (as required by the t-J model) but all particle-particle correlations 

are neglected. 

Density functional theory26 (and the more recent quantum Monte Carlo 

methods27) have proven themselves as powerful approximations for calculating proper

ties of real materials. The local-density-approximation28 to density-functional theory is 

an uncontrolled approximation that replaces a functional of the electron density by a 

function of the electron density, yet it is the state-of-the-art method for band structure 

calculations that produces remarkable results when combined with the so-called GW 

approximation29 for the quasiparticle excitations. 

Other uncontrolled approximations introduce large dimensionalities (in real or 

internal space) and expand solutions around the infinite-dimensional result. The large

N method30 for spin systems replaces SU (2) spin operators by SU (N) operators in the 

limit N --+ oo and calculates corrections to order liN. The large-D method31 for 

strongly coupled particles on a lattice replaces a three-dimensional lattice by a D

dimensional lattice in the limit D --+ oo and calculates corrections to order 1/D. Both 

of these methods produce promising results but it is unclear if the expansions are valid 

for small (physical) dimensions. 

(iv) Phenomenological methods 

Fermi liquid theory13 is the best example of a phenomenological theory that 

assumes quasiparticles exist and have weak residual interactions. Physical phenomena 

can then be predicted for a wide variety of experiments once a few phenomenological 

parameters are determined. Phenomenological methods can have nice predictive 

powers for specific experiments, but they lack direction for insight into microscopic 

mechanisms, or power of calculation of the parameters that define them. 

(v) Direct methods 

Direct methods are based on direct manipulation of the many-body Hamiltonian. 

The equation-of-motion technique10•20 calculates the time-evolution of operators from 
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the canonical equations of motion 

(1.10) 

These equations frequently link together an infinite number of operators in a chain of 

coupled differential equations. The standard solution-technique is to decouple the 

infinite chain after a finite length and explicitly solve the reduced problem. 

Another direct method is that of Monte Carlo simulations.32 Moderately sized 

systems are set up with random initial conditions and allowed to evolve in time (under 

the action of the Hamiltonian) to their ground state. Finite-size effects enter in an 

uncontrolled fashion and simulations are also hampered by slow evolutions to the 

ground state. 

(vi) Exact solution methods 

Exact solutions are the most powerful technique {since no approximations are 

made) but they rarely occur in the thermodynamic limit. The most common problems 

that are exactly solvable are one-dimensional or quasi-one-dimensional systems. A 

Bethe lattice (Cayley tree) is an example of a quasi-one-dimensional system: it is a 

tree where each node has z branches extending out of it. It resembles higher

dimensional structures since the coordination number of each lattice site is larger than 

two, but there are no closed loops and the surface-to-volume ratio does not vanish in 

the limit of an infinite lattice. Exact solutions require the use of the Be the ansatz2. 33 

or the renormalized-penurbation-expansion34 for Green's function. The latter method 

is used in Chapter II. 

Another class of many-body Hamiltonians that can be exactly solved is the class 

whose Hamiltonian has at most terms that are quadratic in the creation and annihilation 

operator-s. Canonical transformations can always be found that diagonalize the Hamil

tonian in this case. 

,.,. 
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Exact solutions are also possible by direct diagonalization of the many-body prob

lem on small systems - the so-called small-cluster technique.11 This method suffers 

from uncontrolled finite-size effects and cannot be extrapolated to the thermodynamic 

limit in any obvious way. The small-cluster technique is used in Chapters m and IV. 

The appendix includes a detailed description of the algorithms used to incorporate the 

full symmetry group of the Hamiltonian in its exact diagonalization. 

1.4 Summary 

Analysis of the symmetries and invariances of the many-body Hamiltonian is a 

very powerful weapon in the many-body physicists arsenal. The consequences of the 

symmetry group of the Hamiltonian are .rigorous, exact results that do not depend on 

any approximation scheme. Symmetry is also used to reduce a large (intractable) 

problem to a smaller (manageable) one. This contribution utilizes the full symmetry of 

the Hamiltonian as a guiding principle to determine the exact solution of model 

many-body problems. 

The mathematical models are abstracted from physical systems and simplified in 

order to make it feasible to find their exact solution. The hope is that the essence of 

the underlying physical mechanisms (that determine the strongly interacting 

phenomena in real materials) are captured by these simplified models. In this sense, 

the microscopic physics can be qualitatively understood by studying the many-body 

solutions of the abstract models. 

Why do most solids crystallize in a periodic structure and what role do particle

particle correlations play in determining these periodic structures? This is one of the 

most fundamental questions of solid state physics that remains unanswered. There are 

many other related questions in the context of the alloy problem; e.g., why do certain 

combinations of elements form ordered solid solutions, others form solutions that are 

disordered, and still others not form solutions at all? It is very difficult to incorporate 
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the quantum-mechanical problem of solubility with the thermodynamic problem of ord

ering and include many-body interactions into one self-consistent theory. 

Chapter II of this contribution makes inroads into these questions of lattice forma

tion and stable alloy phase formation for a very simple model35 - the one

dimensional version of the Falicov-Kimball model for spinless electrons (1.2). This 

model describes a one-dimensional crystal or, equivalently, a one-dimensional binary 

alloy. Many-body interactions ·play 'a crucial role, determining periodic lattice

Structures or segregated alloy phases, as a function of electron concentration and 

electron-ion interaction strength. The renormalized-perturbation-expansion is used to 

find the exact ground-state energies in the thermodynamic limit. Phase diagrams are 

calculated for specific examples. The numerical results are extrapolated to qualita

tively determine the complete solution. 

Chapter ill discusses the strongly interacting limit of the Hubbard model (the t-J 

model) on eight-site small clusters with cubic [and square] geometries.36 The r-J 

model (1.3) is used to describe materials that sustain long-range magnetic order or 

heavy-fermionic behavior. Transition metals (Fe, Co, Ni) form itinerant ferromag

nets; i.e., the magnetism arises from mobile electrons and their correlations with one 

another. Transition-metal oxides and halides (NiO , Nil 2) tend to be antiferromagnetic 

(Mott-Anderson) insulators. Lanthanide or actinide compounds (CeCu 6, UPt 3, UBe 13) 

display physical properties of a system with a huge electronic effective mass (large 

density-of-states at the Fermi level). These so-called heavy-fermion materials have 

gigantic coefficients to the linear term in the specific heat, large magnetic susceptibili

ties, (poor) metallic conductivity, and may become superconducting. The t-J model 

includes many-body solutions that exhibit (qualitatively) the same physical phenomena. 

The small-cluster approach is used to exactly diago~alize the t-J model for a variety 

of different systems and determine how important a role geometry and electron corre

lation plays in determining these properties. 
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In Chapter IV, some aspects of the resonating-valence-bond model of high

temperature superconductivity are studied for (generalized) Hubbard models in ficti

cious magnetic fields37 (that couple only to orbital motion). The premise of these 

theories is that the half-filled band Mott-insulating state· does not sustain long-range 

order but is "liquid-like" with short-range antiferromagnetic correlations. The super

conducting state arises when the system is doped to include charge carriers. The Hub

bard Hamiltonian is exactly diagonalized for an eight-site square-lattice cluster (that 

approximates the Cu0 2 planes in the new superconductors) and the applicability of 

adiabatic continuation from weak-coupling to strong-coupling is analyzed. It is found 

that a strongly frustrated Heisenberg antiferromagnet can be studied as the Gutzwiller

projected limit of a tight-binding model at only one point in the phase diagram (in ~ 

suitable magnetic field). It is unknown whether or not this phenomenon survives in 

the thermodynamic limit. A novel mechanism for producing (macroscopic) magnetic 

moments in a half-filled band is also discovered for a strongly frustrated system. 

The final chapter describes hidden symmetries of finite clusters with periodic 

boundary conditions.38 The transition from a self-contained (isolated) cluster to an 

infinite lattice passes through an intermediate region where the system has extra sym

metry. These extra symmetry operations correspond to nonrigid transformations that 

map the lattice onto itself. The presence of this additional symmetry produces sticking 

together of many-body energy levels (that have different spatial symmetries) thereby 

explaining many puzzling degeneracies found in exact-diagonalization studies. The 

presence of a large symmetry group allows some moderately sized many-body Hamil

tonia to be analytically diagonalized. 
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1.5 Appendix: Algorithms for Exact-Diagonalization Studies 

The incorporation of symmetry and the calculation of reduced Hamiltonian blocks 

for the Hubbard model (and its generalizations) is a straightforward process that 

rapidly becomes tedious. Computer algorithms are utilized to perform this algebraic 

task exactly to prevent errors and to make calculations on larger systems feasible. A 

set of powerful FORTRAN codes have been written to calculate the Hamiltonian in 

(symmetrized) block-diagonal form for the single-band Hubbard model or· the t'-J 

model on arbitrary lattices (with a size of up to 16 sites). Some of the codes are based 

upon the work39 of Ariel Reich. 

The matrix-element theorem40 (generalized Uns5ld theorem) guarantees that a 

Hamiltonian is in block-diagonal form (with no mixing between blocks that have 

different symmetry) when it is expanded in a coordinate basis consisting of functions 

that have definite symmetry. Two types of symmetry are taken into account: spatial 

symmetry and spin symmetry. Basis functions with definite symmetry transform as the 

(1,1) matrix elements of an irreducible representation of the cluster-permutation group 

(see Chapter V) and form spin-multiplets (with ms = S). Projection operators are used 

on a "seed" state to produce the functions with definite symmetry. 

The spin symmetry is constructed in a brute-force fashion. A bootstrap process is 

employed, wherein total-spin eigenvectors for N + 1 electrons are built from the eigen

states for N electrons, according to the following rules (a state denoted by IS ,ms> 

has total spin S and total z -component of spin ms ): 

I S+ ~, S+ ~ > = IS, S > 0 I i > 

IS ~, S ~ > = ~ IS, S-1 > 0 I i > ~IS,S>01J.> 

I S ~, S- ~ > oc [ S _I S, S >] 0 I i > - 2S I S, S > 0 I J. > , (1.11) 

where S _ is the total-spin lowering operator 
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S _I S, m8 > = n "(S+ms )(S-m8 +1) I S, m8 -1 > (1.12) 

and the last line (unnormalized state) shows that all of the coefficients can be stored as 

integers and be normalized later. The recursion starts with the spin-up state 

1 1 i 1-->=1 > 2' 2 . 

This methcxi of generating total-spin eigenstates in a localized basis is cumber

some for a large number of particles. The memory space required for 16 particles is 

prohibitively large. A better methcxi has been recently suggested41 by R. Saito (but 

has not been incorporated yet into the routines): the total-spin eigenstates can be 

stored in a dimer notation with each dimer corresponding to a spin-singlet or a spin

triplet pair. The dimers are arranged in the form of noncrossed bond diagrams accord

ing to the Young tableau (permutation-symmetry representations) corresponding to a 

total-spin eigenstate (the Young tableaux contain one or two rows with the total spin 

- equal to half the number of columns in the first row minus half the number of columns 

in the second row). This procedure is a much more compact methcxi for generating 

and storing total-spin eigenstates. 

The spatial projection operators are also easily generated. They are constructed 

from the (1,1) matrix elements of each irreducible representation of the cluster

pennutati9n group in the standard fashion.42 Computer ccxies are available to deter

mine the different irreducible representation matrices from the group elements and the 

character table. 

Projection operators are used to construct symmetrized basis states with definite 

total spin, maximal z-component of spin (ms = S), and with definite spatial symmetry. 

The Hamiltonian subblocks for each symmetry subspace are then constructed. The 

block-diagonal Hamiltonian is checked for completeness and hermiticity. The alge

braic operations are performed exactly using integer arithmetic throughout (including 

multiple-precision integer arithmetic43 when required). It is found that the 
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symmetrized Hamiltonian blocks remain quite sparse in general. 

The Hamiltonian blocks are diagonalized by the so-called QL algorithm44 for 

block sizes smaller than 100 x 100 and by the Lanczos method45 for larger block 

sizes. All of the eigenvectors and eigenvalues can be determined, if desired. Correla

tion functions (operator ground-state averages) can also be calculated. A correlation

function matrix is generated for the symmetrized subspace that includes the ground 

state. The expectation value is determined by double-contracting the ground-state 

eigenvector with the correlation-function matrix. 

Further details may be found in the documentation that accompanies the computer 

codes (available from the author upon request). 
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1.7 Figures for Chapter I 

Figure 1.1. Electron filling as a function of one-electron energy for a noninteracting 

(a) and an interacting (b) electron gas. The horizontal axis records the energy of the 

one-electron orbital (in arbitrary units) and the vertical axis records the occupation of 

the respective orbital. The noninteracting case (a) is a step function with all states 

occupied whose energy lies below the Fermi level and all states empty whose energy 

lies above the Fermi level. The interacting case (b) has a modified distribution with 

some previously occupied states becoming unoccupied and some previously empty 

states becoming filled. A discontinuity, however, remains to define the Fermi level. 
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Figure 1.2. Effective tight-binding picture for the two-site Hubbard model. The "lat

tice sites" correspond to the four many-body states in Eq. (1.4). The "lattice

connectivity" is represented by solid lines corresponding to a hopping integral (-t). 

The effective tight-binding model also has on-site interactions of size 0 [U] for the 

many-body states 13> and 14> [11> and 12>]. 

u 

0 
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Chapter II: The One-Dimensional Spinless Falicov-Kimball Model 

ILl Introduction 

It is generally accepted that many properties of heavy-fermion systems and 

intermediate-valence compounds as well as the phenomena of metal-insulator transi

tions, itinerant magnetism, metallic crystallization, alloy formation, etc~ result from the 

properties of strongly correlated electrons. There are, however, very few exact results 

available for correlated electronic systems and approximate methods are sometimes 

contradictory. In 1969, the Falicov-Kimball model1 was introduced as a model for 

metal-insulator transitions. It remains one of the simplest interacting fermion systems 

in which electron correlation effects may be studied exactly. Several rigorous results 

have already been obtained for the one-band spinless version of the Falicov-Kimball 

model: Brandt and Schmidt2 calc_ulated upper and lower bounds for the ground-state 

energy in two dimensions; Kennedy and Lieb3 proved theorems on long-range order 

for arbitrary dimensions; Brandt and Mielsch4 obtained an exact solution in infinite 

dimensions; and Jedrzejewski et. al. 5 performed numerical studies in two dimensions. 

In this contribution we present additional rigorous results and restricted phase diagrams 

for the one-dimensional spinless Falicov-Kimball model at T= 0. 

The Hamiltonian for the one-dimensional spinless Falicov-Kimball model defined 

on a lattice of N sites with periodic boundary conditions (PBC) is 

N N 
H = - t ~ (c .t c · 1 + c .t 1c ·) + U ~ c .t c. W. 

~ J J+ J+ J ~ J J J (2.1) 
j=l j=l 

where c/ [cj] are fermionic creation [annihilation] operators for a spinless6 electron at 

site j, Wj is a classical variable that is 1 [0] if an ion occupies [does not occupy] the 

j th site of the lattice, t is the hopping integral between nearest neighbors, and U is 

the ion-electron on-site interaction. The first term in (2.1) is the kinetic energy of the 

itinerant electrons and the second term is the interaction between electrons and ions. 
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The total electron number Ne = 'LJ'=1 c/ ci and the total ion number Ni = 'LJ'=1 Wi 

are both conserved quantities. 

The Hamiltonian (2.1) for the Falicov-Kimball model has various physical 

interpretations. It was originally introduced to examine the mutual interaction of con

duction electrons (our electrons) with localized d- or f -electrons (our ions) in 

transition-metal or rare-earth compounds.1 It has recently been proposed as a model 

for crystalline formation3 - if the ion c~>nfiguration {Wj} of the ground-state is 

periodic, then this model provides a mechanism for electron-induced crystalline order. 

It also describes a one-dimensional binary alloy problem with the following map: 

occupied site~ ion of type A; empty site~ ion of type B; and U ~ UA- U8 the 

difference in electron-ion site energy between ions of type A and type B. Note that 

the Hamiltonian (2.1) is also identical to the one-dimensional tight-binding Schrtxiinger 

equation with an on-site potential that can assume two different values (0 and U). 

The tight-binding Schrtxiinger equation has been studied for random {Wj} by 

mathematicians and physicists 7 and has been investigated recently for aperiodic deter

ministic sequences. 8 

Since the electrons do not interact among themselves, the energy levels of (2.1) 

are determined by the eigenvalues of H and the ground-state energy of a particular ion 

configuration r = {Wj} is found by filling in the lowest Ne one-electron levels. We 

let E r (X, N e) denote the ground-state energy for Ne electrons in the ion configuration 

r with X = U It (the hopping integral t determines the energy scale; all energies are 

measured in units of t ). Many-body effects enter into the problem by considering the 

ground state for Ni ions 

N 
E(X, Ne• Ni) = min{Er(X, Ne) I Ni=L Wi} 

j=l 

(2.2) 

determined by comparing the [N !!Ni !(N-Ni )!] ion configurations with fixed ion 

number. The minimization procedure in (2.2) determines the equivalence class of the 
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ground-state ion configuration as a function of the interaction strength, the number of 

electrons and the number of ions. 

The Hamiltonian exhibits two kinds of particle-hole symmetries3 - an ion 

occupied-empty site symmetry and an electron-hole symmetry. In the first case, the 

conjugate ion configuration r• is defined by interchanging occupied and unoccupied 

sites in the configuration r (this corresponds to wi• = 1-Wi ). The ground states for 

these two configurations are related 

(2.3) 

for all X and Ne. In the second case, the unitary transformation Cj-+ (-lY cj and 

c/-+ (-l)i c/ is used to relate electron eigenvalues with interaction X to correspond

ing hole eigenvalues with interaction (-X) yielding the result 

(2.4) 

These two symmetries are employed to reduce the necessary parameter space in the 

calculation of the T= 0 (ground-state) phase diagrams. 

In the thermodynamic limit the number of lattice sites becomes infinite (N-+ co) 

but the electron Pe = NeiN and the ion Pi = Ni/N concentrations remain finite. The 

ground-state energy per lattice site is determined from n r (E) the density of states 

(DOS) 

(2.5) 

where EF is the Fermi level and 

(2.6) 

for each ion configuration r. The DOS is calculated from Green's function by 

n (E) =- ..!. 1m lim G (E +i E) (2.7a) 
1t £-+0 
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(2.7b) 

where the local Green's function is defined by the matrix element 

Gi(E) = <j 11/(E-H) lj>. A renormalized perturbation expansion9 is used to deter

mine the local Green's function exactly. The result9 

1 
Gi(E)=---------~--------

E -X Wi - t1.j(E)- t1.j(E) 

is expressed in terms of continued fractions 

t1.j(E)= 1 1 
E-X Wi±1 -

1 
E - X Wi±2 - E -X Wi±3 -

where the local self-energy is t1.i(E) = t1.j(E) + t1.j(E). 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

The continued fractions in (2.9) are evaluated straightforwardly for any periodic 

configuration r since the variables Wi are then periodic and the fraction may be made 

finite. For example, the period-two case is analyzed by 

which yields 

~(E)= ________ 1 __ 1 __ _ 
E -X W 

1 
- _____ ....;;.._ __ _ 

E-X W0 -~(E) 

~(E)= ~ {E -XW0 

(2.10) 

± [ (E -XW 0)2 (E -XW 1)2 - 4(E -XW 0) (E -XW 1)]* I (E -XW 1)} (2.11) 

and, for the DOS 
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In addition to the one-phase periodic configurations, one physically relevant two

phase configuration (called the segregated phase) is considered. The segregated phase 

is an incoherent mixture of the empty and full lattices with weights (1-pi) and Pi 

respectively. The segregated phase has the physical interpretation of the case where 

the ions clump together and do not form a periodic arrangement (crystallization model) 

or of the case where the ions of type A and the ions of type B are immiscible and 

separate (alloy model). The DOS is trivial for the segregated phase since it is a 

weighted linear combination 

nseg(E) = (1-pi) nempty(E) +Pi nfull(E) 

of the DOS for the empty and full lattices. 

(2.13) 

The segregated phase is also important since it is expected to be the ground state 

in the limit IX I~ oo. In this limit the potential barrier is so large that the electrons 

are trapped between ion occupied-empty site boundaries. The dominant contribution to 

the ground-state energy is the kinetic energy of the electrons which is minimized by 

making the box as large as possible. This favors the segregated phase to be the 

ground state. However, at the point where the electrons completely fill the box 

(Pe = 1-pi for X~ + oo and Pe = Pi for X~ - oo) the Pauli exclusion principle 

requires the additional electrons to be placed above a large potential barrier. At this 

point a periodic arrangement of the ions may actually lower the ground-state energy. 

These physical ideas are summarized in what is called the segregation principle: In the 

limit IX I~ oo the segregated phase is the ground state for all values of the electron 

concentration except the specific values Pe = 1-pi for X~+ oo, and Pe =Pi for 

X~ - oo. The segregation principle is found to be true in all calculated cases and is 

expected to hold for all values of Pe and Pi. 

In the following section perturbation theory is used to analyze the structure of the 

ground-state phase diagram near X= 0. In Sections II.3 and II.4 the cases with ionic 

densities of Pi = 1/2 and Pi = 113 respectively are examined, and complete phase 
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diagrams for the segregated phase and all ionic configurations with periods less than 

10 compatible with those Pi are given. Conclusions are presented in the final section. 

IL2 Perturbative Analysis 

In the limit X < 1 a perturbative analysis of the Hamiltonian (2.1) can be per

formed to determine the structure .of the phase diagrams for small interaction strength. 

Only periodic structures are considered to avoid the technical difficulties associated 

with aperiodic configurations. Suppose the configuration r(r) has period r; that is, 

Wi +r = Wi for all j. The Fourier coefficient W (21tn lr) is defined 

N . 27tnj r . 27tnj 1 _, 1 _, 
W(21tnlr) =- L e r wj =- L e r wj (2.14) 

N . 1 r . 1 J= J= 

for n = 0, 1, · · · , r-1. Straightforward Rayleigh-Schr5dinger perturbation theory 

through second-order, with the second term in (2.1) as the perturbation, yields the 

expression 

X2 r-1 I W(21tnlr) 12 I sin1tnlr - sin1tPe I 
+- L log I . . I+ 0(X3) (2.15) 

81t n=l sin1tn lr 1 sm1tn /r + sm1tp e 1 

for the ground-state energy of configuration r(r ). The minimization procedure (2.2) 

outlined above considers configurations with the same ion concentration (Pi) at fixed 

electron concentration (p e) and interaction strength (X), so that the ground-state 

energy is degenerate up to first order. The second-order term has a logarithmic singu

larity at Pe = n lr with relative strength I W (21tn lr) 12• The singularity indicates that 

perturbation theory fails at these critical electron concentrations; by comparing the 

strength of the singularity for different configurations, the ground state can be deter

mined in the region near Pe = n /r (and by continuity at Pe = n lr ). 
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In fact, if the minimization in (2.2) is restricted to be only over periodic 

configurations, then for rational concentrations the ground-state configuration has the 

lowest allowed periodicity (this is expected from a Fermi-surface nesting argument: the 

state with the largest gap at the Fermi level is the ground state). More rigorously the 

following theorem is proven: 

Theorem 2.1. Given rational electron and ion concentrations 

Pe 
p =-
e qe 

(2.16) 

with Pe relatively prime to qe and Pi relatively prime to qi, then the periodic 

configuration with the lowest energy has period Q = LCM (qe, qi ), where LCM stands 

for least common multiple. The proof is given in the Appendix and includes an 

expression for the ion configuration r(Q) corresponding to the lowest-energy state. 

These lowest-energy configurations satisfy certain structural properties. Let 1 

denote the length of the largest connected island of occupied sites in the configuration 

r(Q) [e.g., the configuration XXXOXOXXOO, where X represents an ion and 0 

represents an empty site, corresponds to a given r(lO) and has / = 3], then a 

configuration in which only islands of length / and (/ -1) appear is defined to have the 

uniform ion distribution property. For example, XXOXXOOO has the uniform ion 

distribution property but XXXOOXOO does not. The uniform empty-site distribution 

property is analogously defined. This characterization of the ground-state configuration 

in the limit X~ 0 is summarized in the following theorem: 

Theorem 22. In the limit X~ 0 any periodic lowest-energy configuration with 

Pi S 1/2 has the uniform ion distribution property and any periodic lowest-energy 

configuration with Pi ~ 1/2 has the uniform empty-site distribution property. The 

proof is given in the Appendix. 

The ground-state energy of the segregated phase also has a perturbative expansion 

about X = 0. A straightforward analysis using the DOS in equation (2.13) yields 
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(2.17) 

for the ground-state energy of the segregated phase which is valid in the two-phase, 

band overlap region O(X) < Pe < 1- O(X) where 

(2.18) 

and 8(X) is the unit step function. This expansion has a singularity in the limit X~ 0 

and Pe ~ 0 which indicates the segregated phase should be the ground state for low 

electron concentrations. 

The solution for the ground-state configuration of the one-dimensional Falicov

Kimball model is conveniently summarized iii a coherent phase diagram. The ion con

centration is fixed at Pi =Pi lqi and the ground-state configuration is plotted as a func

tion of the electron concentration and the interaction strength. The segregated phase is 

chosen as the zero of the energy scale because of its physical relevance. We limit our

selves to the case Pi S 112 and Pe S 112 since the other cases can be obtained by 

application of the symmetries (2.3) and (2.4). The two theorems above indicate that in 

the limit X~ 0 the coherent phase diagram has a discontinuous, fractal structure, with 

a different periodic ground-state configuration at each rational Pe. These 

configurations all satisfy the relevant uniform-distribution propeny and appear to be a 

regular transition from the segregated phase at Pe ~ 0 to a period qi [2qi] state at 

Pe = 112 if qi is even (odd]. The inclusion of aperiodic configurations is not expected 

to change this general picture. Recent analysis8 indicates that some aperiodic 

configurations have gaps at rational numbers (where the periodic configurations are 

expected to be lower in energy) and at irrational numbers (where the aperiodic 

configurations may be lower in energy). Therefore, we conjecture that in the limit 

X~ 0 the ground-state configuration changes, point by point, at every value of Pe and 

the coherent phase diagram has a regular (discontinuous) transition pattern from the 
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segregated phase at Pe~ 0 to a periodic phase at Pe = 112. We also conjecture that 

the relevant uniform-distribution property holds for each of the ground-state 

configurations. 

IL3 The Case p1 = 1/2 

In this section the half-full ion case (Pi= 112) is examined in detail and the results 

are presented in the form of phase diagrams. We restrict ourselves to the case 

Pe S 112 by using the electron-hole symmetry (2.4); the phase diagram for the region 

Pe ~ 112 is determined by rotating the region Pe s 112- by 180° about the point 

X = 0, Pe = 112. We further restrict ourselves to the case X ~ 0 by using the ion 

occupied-empty site symmetry (2.3); the phase diagram for the region X S 0 is deter

mined by reflecting the region X ~ 0 in -a mirror plane along the X = 0 axis and 

applying the conjugation operation to the ion configurations (each configuration r with 

Pi = 112 is either self-conjugate r* = r or forms a conjugation pair with another 

Pi = 112 configuration). We finally restrict ourselves to consider only the segregated 

phase, all periodic phases with Pi = 112 and periods less than 9, and any incoherent 

mixture of these phases. These periodic phases are summarized in Table 2.1. The 

ground state energies are calculated exactly using the Green's function technique out

lined in Section II.1. 

The coherent phase diagrams are determined by comparing the energy of each 

periodic phase with the energy of the segregated phase and plotting the lowest-energy 

state as a function of the electron concentration p e and the interaction strength X . The 

results are presented in Figures 2.1-2.4 and exhibit the extremely rich structure of the 

solutions of the model. These results are summarized with some observations: 

(A) The periodic ground-state theorem and both uniform-distribution properties 

hold in the region IX I < 1. 
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(B) The alternating phase XO is the ground state at Pe = 112 for all values of X 

as stated by previous investigations. 2. 3 

(C) The phase diagrams tend to simplify as the interaction strength increases 

indicating that many-body effects stabilize the system (this is a consequence of the 

segregation principle). 

(D) There is a trend for phases that disappear from the phase diagram as X 

increases to reappear as phase-islands at even larger values of X (e.g., the XXXOOO 

phase in Figs. 2.3 and 2.4 and the XXXXOOOO phase in Fig. 2.4). 

(E) Phase-islands of configurations not present at X = 0 may form at larger 

values of X (e.g., the XXOXXOOO phase in Fig. 2.4). 

(F) The uniform-distribution properties may not hold at finite values of X (the 

:XXOXXOOO phase in Fig. 2.4 does not satisfy the uniform empty-site distribution 

property and its conjugate does not satisfy the uniform ion distribution property). 

(G) Some configurations are not the ground state for any value of X or Pe (e.g., 

the configurations XXXOXOOO and XXOXOXOO do not appear in Fig. 2.4). 

The incoherent phase diagrams are determined by choosing the minimal energy 

state, allowing for incoherent mixing10 of the Pi = 112 periodic phases with themselves 

and with the segregated phase (which is already an incoherent mixture of the Pi = 0 

and Pi = 1 phases). This is accomplished by constructing the convex hull of the 

ground-state energy curves for fixed X and assigning an incoherent phase mixture to 

each region where the convex hull is lower than the energy curves. The results are 

presented in Figures 2.5-2.8 where solid lines and shaded regions correspond to single 

phases, dashed lines correspond to two-phase mixtures and dotted lines correspond to 

more than two-phase mixtures (the points where vertical dotted lines pass through hor

izontal solid lines are the points of phase transitions). The numbers above the single 

phase lines identify the ground state according to the numbers in Table 2.1. The 

unshaded region below the dashed line is the region where the segregated phase is the 
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ground state. The unshaded regions between a solid [or dashed] line and a solid line 

are the regions where an incoherent mixture of the two [or three] phases is the ground 

state. The following observations may be made: 

(H) The incoherent phase diagrams are si.Illpler than their single-phase counter

parts. The regions enclosing finite areas of single phases are drastically reduced. 

(I) The behavior in the limit I X I-+ 0 appears to be the same as that predicted 

by perturbation theory for the coherent diagrams. 

(J) The secondary phase-islands that sometimes form at IX I > 0 either become 

single phase-lines (XXXOOO in Figs. 2.7 and 2.8) or vanish altogether (XXXXOOOO 

in Fig. 2.8). 

These incoherent phase diagrams are i.Illportant to study for two reasons: first, 

they determine the ground state of a real system since any physical system organizes 

itself in an incoherent mixture of phases to mini.Illize energy (if possible); second, 

they produce a better approximation to the complete phase diagram of the Falicov

Kimball model. This is because any incoherent mixture of phases can be reinterpreted 

as an aperiodic configuration in a coherent phase diagram. By using this reinterpreta

tion the perturbation theory results of Section 11.2 are strengthened to conjecture that 

the ground-state configuration is the segregated phase for a finite region 

[0 S Pe < p;nax(X)]; above this region the ground-state configuration changes point by 

point with Pe, and has a regular (discontinuous) transition from the segregated phase 

to a periodic phase at Pe = 112. Furthenno~, for the case Pi = 112 the inequality 

p;nax(X) < 112 must hold since the alternating state XO is the ground state2. 3 at 

Pe = 112 for all X. 
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II.4 The Case p1 = 113 

The one-third-full ion case (Pi= 113) is examined as a representative of the gen

eral case because it does not have any extra symmetries. The electron-hole symmetry 

(2.4) allows us to consider only the case Pe S 1/2, but we must consider all values of 

X since the ion occupied-empty site symmetry (2.3) produces the phase diagrams for 

the Pi = 2/3 case. We consider only the segregated phase, the period-three, -six, and 

-nine phases with Pi = 113, and any incoherent mixture of these phases.10 The precise 

ion configurations considered are summarized in Table 2.2. 

The results for the coherent phase diagrams are presented in Figures 2.9-2.11 and 

they exhibit a marked asymmetry with respect to the X = 0 plane. The following 

observations may be made: 

(K) There is no evidence in support of or against the uniform ion distribution 

property since this property can only be observed for periods 12 and larger, which are 

not studied here. 

(L) The periodic ground-state theorem holds for IX I < 1 but the many-body 

effects rapidly become more important and change the structure of the phase diagrams. 

(M) It appears that the period-three phase XOO is the ground state at Pe = 113 

for all values of X less than zero. 

(N) The segregation principle holds; In the limit IX I~ oo the segregated phase 

is the ground state for all values of Pe except for a region about Pe = 113 and 

x~- -. 

(0) There is still a trend for phases present at X = 0 to appear as phase-islands 

at larger values of IX I (e.g., the XXOOOO phase in Figs. 2.10 and 2.11; the 

XOXOOO phase in Fig. 2.10; the XXXOOOOOO phase in Fig. 2.11; and the 

XXOOOXOOO phase in Fig. 2.11). 
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(P) All studied configurations are the ground state for some value of the parame

ters Pe and X. 

The results for the incoherent phase diagrams are summarized in Figures 2.12-

2.14. We present the following observations: 

(Q) Observations (H), (I), and (J) of the previous section still hold. 

(R) Two phases (XXOOXOOOO and XOXOOXOOO) do not appear in the 

incoherent phase diagram although they were present in the coherent phase diagram. 

The structure for the full Falicov-Kimball model in the general case emerges from 

these incoherent phase diagrams. If an incoherent mixture of phases is reinterpreted as 

an aperiodic phase in the coherent phase diagram, then it appears that at each value of 

X there is a finite region where the segregated phase is the ground state. In the 

remaining region the ground state changes from point to point with Pe and has a regu

lar (discontinuous) transition from the segregated phase to a periodic phase (and possi

bly) back to the segregated phase. 

11.5 Conclusion 

Since its introduction twenty years ago, the Falicov-Kimball model1 is one of the 

simplest models of interacting electron systems. We have studied the one-dimensional 

spinless version of this model by exact numerical calculation for a restricted number of 

phases and by penurbation theory for small interaction strength. Our rigorous results 

include a periodic ground-state theorem and uniform ion and empty-site distribution 

properties for rational electron and ion concentrations and small interaction strength. 

Our numerical calculations indicate that the phase diagram of the complete model is 

separated into two distinct regions: In the first region the segregated phase is the 

ground state; and in the second region the phase diagram has a complex structure with 

the ground state apparently changing point by point at every value of the electron con

centration for fixed interaction strength. In this second region the ground state has a 
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regular (discontinuous) transition pattern from the segregated phase to a periodic phase 

and back to the segregated phase. 

Two unproven conjectures are presented that characterize further the structure of 

the phase diagram as illustrated by the numerical work. The first is called the segrega

tion principle which states at large interaction strength the segregated phase is the 

ground state for almost all electron concentrations. The only exceptions are when the 

electron concentration matches the ion or the empty-site concentration, where a 

periodic phase is the ground state. The second is the uniform ion or empty-site distri

bution property which states that the ground state configurations satisfy certain struc

tural characteristics. The properties are true for small interaction strength but appear 

to be violated for moderate interactions. 

One final open question remains: The proper incoherent phase diagram is plotted 

as a function of both the electron and ion concentrations. Restricted phase diagrams 

have been evaluated for only five ion concentrations (Pi = 0, 113, 1/2, 2/3, 1) and there 

is no concrete conjecture for the structure of the incoherent phase diagram. However, 

this phase diagram is expected to separate into two regions with simple behavior in 

one region and complex behavior in the other. 

11.6 Appendix: Proof of the Periodic Ground-State Theorems 

In this appendix the two theorems stated in Section 11.2 are proven. We begin 

with the periodic ground-state -theorem: 

Theorem 2 .1. Given rational electron and ion concentrations 

Pe 
Pe = qe (2.19) 

with Pe relatively prime to qe and Pi relatively prime to qi, then the periodic 

configuration with the lowest energy has period Q = LCM (qe, qi ). 

Proof: The periodic configuration with the lowest energy is the configuration with the 
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largest square Fourier coefficient I W (21tpe) 12
. The trial configurations that have 

non-zero Fourier coefficient and proper ion concentration must have a periodicity that 

is a multiple of Q . Consider all periodic configurations with ion concentration pi and 

with period less than or equal to r = mQ . These configurations all lie on a lattice 

with PBC and size N = MQ where M = LCM (1, 2, · · · , m ). We show the 

configuration with the lowest energy in this restricted set has period Q which (since m 

is arbitrary) proves the theorem. 

The proof proceeds by construction of the largest I W (21tp e) 12
. Assume, for 

simplicity, that qe = Q. Define integers ki by the relation 

i = 0, 1' ... ' Q -1 (2.20) 

Then the choice of wj = 1 for 

j = ki + lQ l = 0, 1, · · ·, M-1 (2.21) 

gives an ion concentration 

1 N-l Pi 
Pi=- l: wj =-

N j=O qi 
(2.22) 

and maximizes the square Fourier coefficient 

(2.23a) 

(2.23b) 

since the summation in (2.23a) has the maximal allowed number of U -k) mod Q = 0, 

U-k) mod Q = 1, · · ·, and U-k) mod Q = Qpi/qi-1. The minimal configuration 

r(Q ) constructed above has period Q which completes the proof. The proof for the 

case qe ~ Q is similar and is omitted here. The only complication of this case is that 

the second-order perturbation theory may not fully lift the degeneracy of the lowest

energy state. These degenerate states all have period Q however, which is sufficient 
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to prove the theorem.11 

As an example, we consider the case Pe = 3/8 and Pi = 112. This gives Q = 8 

with k0 = 0, k 1 = 3, k2 = 6, and k3 = 1, so that the configuration XXOXOOXO is the 

lowest energy periodic state in the limit X ~ 0. 

We continue with the proof of the uniform-distribution properties. 

Theorem 22. In the limit X~ 0 any periodic lowest-energy configuration with 

Pi s·112 has the uniform ion distribution property and any periodic lowest-energy 

config~ation with Pi ~ 112 has the uniform empty-site distribution property. 

Proof: We restrict ourselves to the case Pi S 112 and Pe S 112 since the other cases 

immediately follow upon application of the symmetries (2.3) and (2.4). Assume that 

qe = Q (the proof of the more general case is similar and is omitted). The Q integers 

{ki} can be represented in terms of the first Pe integers by 

j = 0,1, · · · , p e -1 s = 0,1, · · · , r-1 (2.24) 

and 

j = 0,1, ... , t-1 (2.25) 

where Q = rpe + t and t < Pe· Since each integer from 0 to Q-1 appears in {kd 

once and only once, the nearest neighbors in the first Pe integers k 0 , k 1 , · · · , kp.-l 

are separated by gaps of length r or r-1 (there are t neighbors with separation r and 

Pe- t neighbors with separation r-1). As the ions are filled in according to the 

prescription (2.21) of Theorem 2.1, each configuration will satisfy the uniform ion dis

tribution property until the gap between any two nearest neighbors in the original Pe 

ions is filled in. This occurs when Pi > 1-pe which is not possible by the hypothesis 

and proves the theorem. 
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US Tables for Chapter IT 

Table 2.1. Periodic configurations for the Pi = 112 case 

Configuration Conjugate 

1 xo 1 

2 xxoo 2 

3 XXXOOO 3 
4 xxoxoo 4 

5 xxxxoooo 5 

6 xxxoxooo 6 

7 xxxooxoo 8 

8 xxoxxooo 7 

9 xxoxoxoo 9 
) 

10 xxoxooxo 10 
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Table 2.2. Periodic configurations for the Pi = 113 case 

Configuration 

1 XOO 

.2 xxoooo 
3 xoxooo 
4 xxxoooooo 
5 xxoxooooo 
6 xxooxoooo 
7 xxoooxooo 
8 xoxoxoooo 
9 xoxooxooo 
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11.9 Figures for Chapter II 

Figure 2.1. Calculated coherent phase diagram for the segregated and period-two 

phases with Pi = 1/2. See Table 2.1 for the key to the legend. 
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Figure 2.2. Calculated coherent phase diagram for the segregated, period-two and 

-four phases with Pi = 112. See Table 2.1 for the key to the legend. 
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Figure 2.3. Calculated coherent phase diagram for the segregated, period-two, -four 

and -six phases with Pi = 112. See Table 2.1 for the key to the legend. 
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Figure 2.4. Calculated coherent phase diagram for the segregated, period-two, -four, 

-six and -eight phases with Pi = 1/2. See Table 2.1 for the key to the legend. 
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Figure 2.5. Calculated incoherent phase diagram for the segregated and period-two 

phases with Pi = 112. See Table 2.1 for the key to the legend. 
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Figure 2.6. Calculated incoherent phase diagram for the segregated, period-two and 

-four phases with Pi = 112. See Table 2.1 for the key to the legend. 
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Figure 2.7. Calculated incoherent phase diagram for the segregated, period-two, -four 

and -six phases with Pi = 112. See Table 2.1 for the key to the legend. 
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Figure 2.8. Calculated incoherent phase diagram for the segregated, period-two, -four, 

-six and -eight phases with Pi = 112. See Table 2.1 for the key to the legend. 
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Figure 2.9. Calculated coherent phase diagram for the segregated and period-three 

phases with Pi = 1/3. See Table 2.2 for the key to the legend. 
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Figure 2.10. Calculated coherent phase diagram for the segregated, period-three and 

-six phases with Pi = 113. See Table 2.2 for the key to the legend. 
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Figure 2.11. Calculated coherent phase diagram for the segregated, period-three, -six 

and -nine phases with Pi = 113. See Table 2.2 for the key to the legend. 
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Figure 2.12. Calculated incoherent phase diagram for the segregated and period-three 

phases with Pi = 1/3. See Table 2.2 for the key to the legend. 
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Figure 2.13. Calculated incoherent phase diagram for the segregated, period-three and 

-six phases with Pi = 113. See Table 2.2 for the key to the legend. 
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Figure 2.14. Calculated incoherent phase diagram for the segregated, period-three, -six 

and -nine phases with Pi = 113. See Table 2.2 for the key to the legend. 
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Chapter ill: Exact Solution of the t-t'-J Model on Eight-Site Cubic Systems 

m.l Introduction 

Strong electron correlation is responsible for long-range-order magnetic materi

als,1 heavy fermion (HF) behavior,2. 3 and high-temperature superconductivity.4•5 The 

t-( -J model is the simplest model of an interacting electronic system that mimics the 

strong correlation effects present in these materials. In ferromagnetic and HF ·systems 

this model describes the mutual interaction arid effective electron transfer of the nar-

row d- and f -band electrons while in the high-temperature superconductors it approx

imates the hole-hole interaction and hole hopping in the Cu02 planes. 

The t-( -J model is defined on a lattice with one spherically symmetric orbital 

per site by the following Hamiltonian: 

H =HlNN +H'lNN +Hinl 

HlNN=-t L 
i,j;a 

<i,j> = 1NN 

H2NN=-t' L 
i,j;a 

<iJ> = 'lNN 

iJ 
<iJ> = 1NN 

s .. s. 
I J 

(3.1) 

(3.2a) 

(3.2b) 

(3.2c) 

In these equations c;~ [c;0 ] are creation [destruction] operators for an electron in the 

orbital at site i with z-component of spin CJ, n;0 = c;~ C;a is the corresponding number 

operator, and S; is the vector spin of an electron at site i. The terms in H include a 

band "hopping" interaction between conduction states on nearest-neighbor sites (3.2a) 

and next-nearest-neighbor sites (3.2b) and an antiferromagnetic nearest-neighbor 

Heisenberg superexchange interaction term (3.2c) with exchange integral 2/. The 
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hopping terms contain projection operators that prevent double occupation of any orbi-

tal. 

This Hamiltonian has two interpretations: it is an electronic system with indirect 

exchange interactions and a "super" Pauli principle that forbids electrons of like or 

unlike spin from occupying the same spatial site; or it is an approximation to the 

U ~ oo limit of the single-band Hubbard7 model 

i,j;a 
<i,j> =INN 

( !: 
i,j;a 

<i,j> = '2NN 

Anderson8 first showed the equivalence of the half-filled band Hubbard model at large 

interaction strength to the Heisenberg model. His proof was based upon second-order 

perturbation theory: At half-filling and infinite U each lattice site is singly occupied 

and all spin states are degenerate. When U is made finite, the lowest order correction 

to the energy comes from virtual processes where an electron hops to its nearest neigh

bor (if the spins are antiparallel) and then hops back. The energy gain for such a 

fluctuation is = t 2/U since doubly occupied states have energy = U. This hopping 

creates the Heisenberg superexchange interaction term to lowest order in t IU. Away 

from half-filling, the electrons can hop from occupied to empty sites and additional 

fluctuations that involve three sites (an electron hops to a neighboring occupied site 

and then hops to a third unoccupied site) are present. Schrieffer and Wolff9 found a 

canonical transformation to the single-occupied sector of a related model that was valid 

for arbitrary fillings. This technique was applied to the Hubbard model to first order, 10 

and recently to arbitrary order.11 Since the t-( -J Hamiltonian (3.1) only involves the 

nearest-neighbor superexchange interaction, it approximates the canonically 

transformed Hubbard Hamiltonian (3.3) in the limit of large U when J = 2t21U and 

when any terms of order 0 (t21U2) or 0 (( 2/tU) and any three-site hopping terms in 

the transformed Hubbard Hamiltonian are neglected. This approximation is exact at 

half-filling for ( = 0 but becomes increasingly less accurate with hole concentration 
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away from half-filling. 

A few rigorous results are known about the t -( -J mOdel: 

(a) At half-filling it ~uces to a Heisenberg model whose ground state12 is a nonde

generate singlet on bipartite lattices and possibly ferrimagnetic for other cases. 

Lieb13 recently extended this analysis to the Hubbard model with finite U. 

(b) The case of one hole in a half-filled band at J =0 (U =oo) is known to be fer

romagnetic14 (Nagaoka's theorem) when ( S 0 for the simple cubic (se ), body

centered cubic (bee), and the square (sq) lattices for all t and for the face

centered cubic (fee) when t < 0. 

(c) The one-dimensional t-t' -J model with free boundary conditions and an even 

number of electrons has a spin-singlet ground state.15 

(d) The one-dimensional Hubbard model has been solved exactly with the Bethe 

ansatz for arbitrary fillings by Lieb and Wu16 which yields solutions17• 18 to the 

t-.t' -J model at t' = 0 and J =0 (U =oo). 

(e) The Bethe ansatz has also been applied19 to the one-dimensional t-t' -J model 

with t =J and t'=O. 

Aside from these theorems little else is known rigorously about the solutions of 

this many-body problem. The standard approach is to apply variational, perturbative, 

or mean-field approximations to such interacting models. An alternate meth~ is 

chosen which is exact, but subject to finite-size effects. It is called the small-cluster 

approach. 20 

The small-cluster approach begins with the periodic crystal approximation:21 A 

bulk crystal of M atoms is modeled by a lattice of M sites with periodic boundary 

conditions (PBC). Bloch's theorem then labels the electron many-body wavefunctions 

by one of M k-vectors of the first Brillouin zone. The standard approach takes the 

thermodynamic limit (M ~ oo), which replaces the finite grid in reciprocal space by a 
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continuum that spans the Brillouin zone. Electron correlation effects are then treated in 

an approximate fashion. The small-cluster approach takes the opposite limit: The 

number of sites is chosen to be a small number (M = 8) restricting the sampling in 

momentum space to a few high-symmetry points. However, the interacting electronic 

system is solved exactly taking into account all electron correlation effects. The one

electron band structure of these two methods is identical when sampled at the common 

points in reciprocal space. The relationship of the many-body solutions (at equal elec

tron concentration) for the macroscopic crystal and the small cluster is much more 

complicated due to uncontrolled finite-size effects in the latter. Nevertheless, the 

small-cluster approach does provide an alternate means of rigorously studying the 

many-body problem and (possibly) extrapolating these results to macroscopic crystals. 

The small-cluster approach was proposed independently for the Hubbard model 

by Harris and Lange10 and Falicov and Harris22 with the exact solution of a two-site 

cluster. Subsequent work concentrated on-the ground-state23 and thermodynamic24 

properties of the one-dimensional half-filled band Hubbard model on four- and six-site 

clusters. 

The first truly three-dimensional case to be investigated was the eight-site sc clus

ter. Ground state properties at infinite25 and finite26 U and thermodynamic25- 27 pro

perties have all been studied. The solution of the four-site square (sq) and tetrahedral 

(j cc) clusters28 marked the first time that group theory was used to factorize the Ham

iltonian into block-diagonal form by using basis functions of definite spin that 

transform according to irreducible representations of the full space group. 

Takahashi29 studied the ground-state spin as a function of electron filling in the 

infinite U limit of the Hubbard model on a variety of clusters (up to twelve sites). 

Unfortunately, the use of free boundary conditions (instead of PBC) introduces strong 

surface effects that complicate extrapolation to the thermodynamic limit. The effect of 

geometry on the ground state has also been examined30 for finite U. 
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The t-t' -J model was solved for 7 electrons in eight-site fcc buli21 and sur

face32 clusters. The bulk calculation illustrates clearly the power of group-theoretical 

techniques, where a 1024 x 1024 matrix is diagonalized in closed form after being 

block-diagonalized. Recent work has concentrated on the square lattice at half-filling 

and with one or two holes.33 The cluster sizes are large (up to 18 sites) so only the 

low-lying eigenvalues and eigenvectors were determined. 

The small-cluster approach has also been applied to the study of real materials. It 

is quite successful in describing properties that depend on shon-range many-body 

correlations. These include photoemission in transition metals,34 alloy fonnation,35 

surface photoemission36 in Ni and Co, and surface magnetization37 in Fe. This tech

nique has also been applied to multi-band versions of the Hubbard model that 

describes high-temperature superconductivity in the Cu02 planes.38 

. In this contribution the ground-state symmetry, k -vc~ctor, and spin are examined 

as a functions of electron concentration and interaction strength for the t-t' -J model 

on eight-site clusters for sc, bee, fcc, and sq lattices with PBC. In the next section the 

method of calculation is described; in Section m.3 the results for the ground-state pro

perties, phase diagrams for regions of stability in parameter space, and ferromagnetic 

ground-state solutions are presented; in Section ID.4 low-lying excitations in the 

many-body spectra are examined to determine regions in parameter space where HF 

behavior is expected; in the final section the conclusions and some conjectures are 

presented. 

Ill.2 Calculational Details 

The dimension of the Hamiltonian matrix grows exponentially with the size_ of the 

cluster (e.g., an M -site cluster with one orbital per site has dimension 4M x4M). This 

rapid growth restricts the maximum size of the cluster to be on the order of 10 sites. 

In the strong-interaction regime (i.e., the t-t' -J model), double-occupancy of an 
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orbital is forbidden, reducing the Hilbert space from 4M to 3M (for eight-site clusters 

this corresponds to an order of magnitude simplification from 65,536 to 6,561). The 

systematic use of conserved quantities and symmetries of the Hamiltonian provides 

further simplifications. 

The total-number operator N = l:i,a nia commutes with the Hamiltonian in 

Eq. (3.1) and is a conserved quantity. The Hilbert space with definite electron number 

N reduces to dimension 'iV M !IN! (M -N )! as summarized in Table 3.1 for the eight

site cluster. The largest remaining block size is now 1,792 x 1,792 for the 5 and 6 

electron cases. 

The electronic states can be further characterized by their spin and spatial sym

metries. Since the total spin, the total z-component of spin, and the total spin raising 

and lowering operators all commute with the Hamiltonian, the many-body states may 

be labeled by the total spin S and the total z-component of spin ms, with every state 

in a given spin multiplet degenerate in energy. The spatial symmetry is labeled by the 

irreducible representation of the space group that transforms according to the many

body state. In our case, the space groups are symmorphic, moderately sized finite 

groups, that are constructed from the point group operations and the eight translation 

vectors of the lattice (see the appendix). The grand orthogonality theorem and the 

matrix element theorem39-41 (generalized Uns()ld theorem) guarantee that the Hamil

tonian matrix will be in block-diagonal form, with no mixing between states of 

different spin or spatial symmetry, when it is expanded in a symmetrized basis that has 

definite spin and transforms according to the (1,1) matrix elements of an irreducible 

representation of the space group. A symmetry-adapted computer algorithm was writ

ten that, given the lattice structure of a small cluster with PBC (see the appendix), the 

generators42 of the space group, and the character table43 of the space group, calculates 

the (1,1) matrix elements of the irreducible representations (in a fashion similar to 

Luehrmann41 ). These matrix elements are used to construct projection operators that 
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operate on maximum z-component of spin states (ms = S) to generate symmetrized 

basis functions of definite spin and spatial symmetry. The Hamiltonian blocks are 

determined in this symmetrized basis and are checked for completeness within each 

subspace of definite spin and spatial symmetry. The resultant blocks are diagonalized 

by the so-called QL algorithm44 which determines all of the eigenvalues and eigenvec

tors in the many-body problem. Table 3.2 summarizes the reduced block sizes for the 

four different lattices considered. The application of full spin and space group sym

metry reduces the block sizes by another two orders of magnitude which, in turn, 

reduces the diagonalization time by six orders of magnitude. This symmetry-adapted 

algorithm was tested for 7 electrons in an eight-site fcc cluster and verified the known 

analytic results31 for that case. 

The effect of geometry on the many-body solutions to the t-t' -J model is stu

died by solving the model exactly for four different crystalline environments: the sc, 

bee, fcc, and sq lattices. The eight-site clusters with PBC for these different structures 

are illustrated in real space and reciprocal space in Figs. 3.1-3.4. The PBC will renor

malize the parameters in the Hamiltonian (3.1) when the summations in Eq. (3.2) are 

restricted to run over the finite cluster (1 S i, j S 8). For example, the six nearest

neighbors of an even [odd] site i in the sc lattice (see Fig. 3.1) are two each of the 

odd [even] sites (excluding the site 9-i ), the twelve next-nearest neighbors are four 

each of the remaining even [odd] sites, and the eight third-nearest neighbors are eight 

each of the site 9-i. This renormalizes the parameters in the t -( -J model by t .-..+ 2t , 

( .-..+ 4t', and J .-..+ 21. Similar analysis for the other crystalline structures is given in 

Table 3.3. 

The small-cluster approach samples the first Brillouin z~ne at eight k-vectors, 

which correspond to only three (bee , fcc) or four (sc , sq) different symmetry stars. 

As summarized in Table 3.4, the one-electron energies of the small-cluster Hamiltonian 

agree precisely with the one-electron band structure of the infinite crystal, when 
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sampled at the common k-vectors. Some of the properties of the many-body states can 

be understood by the naive picture of occupying these one-electron levels as if the 

electrons were nonipteracting (see below). 

The space groups that are relevant for totally symmetric orbitals on each site of 

the cluster have 48 (sc ), 192 (bee, fcc) or 64 (sq) distinct elements. They are 

divided into 10 (sc), 14 (bee), 13 (fcc), and 16 (sq) classes, respectively. The char

acter tables for these space groups are given in the appendix. 

The nearest-neighbor hopping matrix element It I is chosen to be the unit of 

energy. Three different cases are examined for the next-nearest-neighbor hopping 

matrix element: t' > 0, ( = 0, and ( < 0. The magnitude of t' is chosen to be 0.5 for 

the bee lattice. This sets I ( I = 0.15 for the other three lattices, when exponential 

dependence of the hopping matrix elements on the distance between lattice sites is 

assumed. 

Finally, note that whenever the lattice is bipartite (sc, bee, sq) - i.e., it can be 

separated into two sublattices A and B such that the nearest-neighbor hopping is 

A ~ B and B ~ A and the next-nearest-neighbor hopping is A ~ A and B -4 B only 

- then the t-( -J model has an eigenvalue spectrum that is symmetric16 in t. This 

allows the discussion to be limited45 to t = 1 for the sc, bee , and sq lattices; while 

both t = 1 and t = -1 are considered for the fcc lattice. 

Ill.3 Results: Ground State Symmetry 

The k-vector, spatial (small group of k) symmetry, and spin of the many-body 

ground state are calculated exactly for all electron fillings (0 S N S 8) and for 

0.0 S J < 1.0. The symmetry of the ground state is recorded by attaching the spin

multiplicity (2S + 1) as a superscript to the symbol for the irreducible representation 

that transforms according to the many-body state (as given in the appendix). The 

t-t' -J model on small clusters has many accidental degeneracies; that is, degeneracies 
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that are not required by the spin and space-group symmetries of the underlying lattice 

(see below). Some of these degeneracies are inherent in the model itself,7•23 while 

other degeneracies occur due to finite-size effects46 (permutation . symmetries of the 

small cluster that are not representable as space group symmetries; see Chapter V for a 

more complete discussion). 

The cases of low electron filling (N s; 3) are well-described by occupying the 

lowest one-electron energy levels (Table 3.4). These one-electron energy levels have a 

rich structure. The lowest level is nondegenerate and has r 1 symmetry for the sc ' 

bee , fcc (t > 0), and sq lattices, while the lowest level for the fcc (t < 0) lattice is 

threefold degenerate with X 1 symmetry. The first excited level is threefold (X 1), six

fold (N 1), or fourfold (L 1) degenerate for the sc, bee, and fcc lattices, respectively . . 
The sq lattice does not have a unique first excited level: when the 2NN hopping 

integral vanishes (t' = 0) there is an accidental degeneracy of 1:1 and X 1, creating a 

sixfold degenerate level; for t' > 0 the ordering is 1:1 (fourfold degenerate) <X 1 (two

fold degenerate), and vice versa fort'< 0. 

Since the case of one electron (N = 1) contains no many-body effects, the ground 

state is formed by occupying the lowest one-electron level. The ground state, there

fore, has symmetry 2r 1 (d = 2) for the sc, bee, fcc (t > 0), and sq lattices and 

2X 1 (d = 6) for the fcc (t < 0) lattice. A second electron (N = 2) is added by plac

ing15 it in a spin-singlet state in the same level as the first electron. This results in a 

1 r 1 (d = 1) symmetry for the ground state of the sc , bee , fcc (t > 0), and sq lattices. 

The fcc (t<O) lattice has 1r 12 (d=2) symmetry for finite J, but has a spin

degenerate 3X 2e 1r 12 (d = 11) ground state when J = 0 (because of the degeneracy of 

the one-electron levels). 

In general, the addition of a third electron (N = 3) is made by placing it in the 

first-exCited one-electron energy level. This yields a 2X 1 (d = 6), 2N 1 (d = 12), and 

2L 1 (d = 8) ground state for the sc, bee, and fcc (t > 0) lattices. The sq lattice has a 
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21:1 (d =8), 2X 1 e
2~ (d = 12), or 2X 1 (d =4) ground state fort'> 0, t' = 0, and t' < 0 

respectively. However, many-body effects begin to play a more important role in the 

three-electron case. There is a level crossing in the sc ground state from 2X 1 (d = 6) 

to 2r 12 (d =4) at J It= 0.85100 when t' < 0. The fcc (t <0) case is even more 

interesting. It is the first example of a ferromagnetic ground state 4r 1 (d =4) (result

ing from the application of Hund's empirical rule47
) which undergoes a level crossing 

to a spin-doublet 2X 2 (d = 6) at J It = 0.29972 (t' > 0), J It = 0.23617 (t' = 0), or 

J It = 0.15045 (t' < 0). 

Many-body effects become increasingly more important for N ~ 4. The ground

state symmetries are recorded in Tables 3.5-3.8 for the cases 4 S N S 7. 

The half-filled band (N = 8) reduces to the case8 of a Heisenberg antiferromag

net. The solutions are all spin-singlets, have symmetry 1r 1 (d = 1) for the sc, bee, 

and sq lattices, and have 1 r 1 e 1 r 12 (d = 3) symmetry for the 1 cc lattices. 

The results agree with previous work for the sc lattice,25-27 the fcc lattice,31 and 

the sq lattice.48 There are a few salient features of these results that deserve comment: 

(a) The case of the sq _ lattice with t' = 0 is identical to the bee lattice with t' = 0 

due to a hidden symmetry of the eight-site sq lattice. 

(b) There is a large number of ferromagnetic49 solutions for J < t. These solutions 

occur in the sc lattice (t' S 0, N = 4; t' S 0, N = 7), in the bee lattice 

(t' S 0, N = 7), in the fcc (t < 0) lattice (all t', N = _3; all t', N = 7), and in the 

sq lattice (all t', N = 7). The ferromagnetic solutions for N = 7 are all examples 

of Nagaoka's theorem14 for one hole in a half-filled band at J = 0. 

(c) There is also a large number of ferrimagnetic50 solutions for J < t. When 

N = 4, ferrimagnetic solutions occur for all geometries except the sc lattice; 

when N = 5, ferrimagnetism occurs in the sc and fcc (t > 0) lattices; and when 

N = 7, it occurs for all lattices except fcc (t > 0). 
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(d) Whenever the Heisenberg interaction J is large enough, the ground state is stabil

ized in the lowest spin configuration (S = 0 for N = even, S = 1/2 for N = odd). 

In particular, the case of two holes (N = 6) is always a spin-singlet. 

(e) Non-minimal-spin solutions undergo "spin-cascade" transitions, passing through 

each intermediate spin en route to minimal spin solutions, as J is increased. The 

only exceptions are in the se lattice (f S 0, N = 4 and ( = 0, N = 7) which have 

one level crossing from maximal spin to minimal spin and the sq lattice 

(t' < 0, N = 7) which does not have a spin-5/2 ground state in the cascade from 

spin-7/2 to spin-1/2. 

(f) Ground states that are accidentally degenerate for all values of J always have the 

same total spin, but usually have space symmetries corresponding to different k

vectors. The se lattice is the only cluster that has no "accidental" degeneracies in 

the ground state. 

(g) At J = 0 there are some solutions with additional accidental degeneracies. The 

degenerate states contain mixtures of different total spin. These special solutions 

are summarized in Table 3.9. 

There are many magnetic solutions to the t-( -J model. Hund's empirical 

rules47 may be employed to explain the occurence of ferrimagnetism for N = 4 and 

N = 5, but, as the filling increases, many-body effects overwhelm the system and the 

one-electron picture loses its predictive power. The N = 7 cases verify Nagaoka's 

theorem, 14 but the ferromagnetic state is quite unstable with respect to the interaction 

parameter J, with a rapid level crossing to a lower spin state. Geometry also plays a 

role, as the se and fee lattices exhibit far stronger magnetic properties than the bee or 

sq lattices. 

The case with two holes (N = 6) has a spin-quenched ground state for all four 

different geometries. This fact has been observed for many geometries by previous 

investigators in small cluster calculations.25- 27·29-31•33 There are also variational and 
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heuristic arguments why the two-hole state cannot be ferromagnetic. 17• 51 Our solu

tions (Table 3.7) show one interesting additional feature: The ground-state manifold 

always contains a state with 1r 1 symmetry whenever the hypotheses of Nagaoka's 

theorem14 are satisfied (( S 0 for the sc, bee, fcc (t < 0), and sq lattices). This 

result suggests that there is a two-hole extension to Nagaoka's theorem which yields a 

spin-singlet ground state. This result is left as a conjecture, however, and no proof is 

offered. 

Up to this point the electron occupation number N has been fixed. It is impor

tant, however, to examine the stability of a fixed~N ground state with respect to 

disproportiation (a macroscopic rearrangement of the crystal into domains, with 

different electron number in each domain, but with an average filling N). The stabil

ity of a particular ground state (for fixed interaction J) is determined by forming the 

convex hull of the ground-state energy versus electron filling and comparing it to the 

calculated ground-state energy for N electrons. If the convex hull is lower in energy, 

then the ground state with N electrons is unstable against disproportiation. Previous 

worl23 on the phenomenon of disproportiation has concentrated exclusively on one and 

two holes in the half-filled band of a square lattice (determining the binding energy of 

hole pairs). 

Alternatively, one can view the small cluster with PBC as an approximation to an 

infinite crystal constructed from a repetition of the small-cluster units. The trial energy 

for a variational wavefunction (built out of products of many-body wavefunctions for 

each small-cluster unit) lies on the convex hull for a given electron concentration. 

Therefore, the stability against disproportiation can be interpreted as the simplest possi

ble extrapolation of the small-cluster wavefunctions (neglecting any "interference 

effects") to the thermodynamic limit. 

The results are summarized in the form of phase diagrams (Figs. 3.5-3.9). The 

phase diagrams plot regions of parameter space that are stable against disproportiation 
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as functions of the_ electron filling N (vertical axis) and the Heisenberg interaction J 

(horizontal axis). Horizontal solid lines denote stable ground-state solutions for fixed 

N . Dotted vertical lines separate regions where disproportiation occurs and also 

denote regions where the ground state for fixed N has a level crossing (see Tables 

3.5-3.8). The level crossings for fixed N are also marked by a solid dot in the phase 

diagrams. 

In general, the tendency toward disproportiation increases as the interaction J 

increases, however, there are cases where islands of stable ground-state configurations 

form (these include N = 4 in the bee, fcc (t < 0), and sq lattices, and N = 7 in the 

fcc (t < 0) lattice). The role of geometry on the structure of the phase diagrams can 

be explained by three empirical rules (listed in order of importance): (1) ground-state 

solutions with even numbers of electrons are more stable than solutions with odd 

numbers of electrons (in particular, N = 0, N = 2, and N = 8 are always stable); (2) 

filled or half-filled one-electron shells are stable in relation to other electron fillings; 

and (3) when the ground state for an odd number of electrons (N) is stable, the 

ground states for even numbers of electrons (N ± 1) are also stable. In particular, the 

third rule implies that whenever an (N = odd) solution becomes unstable with respect 

to disproportiation, it always separates into even mixtures of solutions with (N ± 1) 

electrons. However, when an (N =even) solution becomes unstable, it separates into 

many different kinds of mixtures (N ±2; N +2, N -4; N +2, N -1; N +4, N -2). 

These empirical rules 'explain the stability of N = 0, 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 8 for the sc lattice; 

N = 0, 1, 2, 8 for the bee and sq (( = 0) lattices; N = 0, 1, 2, 6, 8 for the 

fcc (t > 0) and sq (( > 0) lattices; N = 0, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8 for the fcc (t < 0) lattice; 

and N = 0, 1, 2, 4, 8 for the sq (( < 0) lattice. The rules do not explain the stability 

of N = 6, 7 in the bee lattice or N = 7 in the fcc (t < 0) lattice. We believe the last 

feature arises from many-body effects and a sensitivity of the solutions to the next

nearest-neighbor hopping (. The bee and fcc (t < 0) lattices are strongly sensitive to 
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t', the sq lattice is moderately sensitive to t', and the sc and fcc (t > 0) lattices are 

insensitive to t'. Finally, note that .although the sq lattice does show regions of 

parameter space which favor pair-formation of holes in the half-filled band, it is the 

fcc lattice with t > 0 [t < 0] that shows the strongest tendency toward hole [electron] 

pair-formation in the t-t' -1 model. This result suggests that frustration is a key ele

ment for stable pair-formation in itinerant interacting electronic systems and that the 

f cr: lattice is more likely to be superconducting than the sq lattice for a single-band 

model. 

ID.4 Results: Heavy-Fermion Behavior 

Two electrons which have strong correlation (i.e., satisfy the "super" Pauli princi

ple) must avoid each other when moving in a solid. This places an additional con

straint on the electron dynamics which should, in turn, strongly affect the transport 

properties and the density of states at the Fermi level; e.g. reduce the specific heat, 

electron conductivity, etc. The constraint is felt in many-body solutions by a drastic 

reduction in the number of available states (reduced by one order of magnitude in 

eight-site clusters). Under certain circumstances, however, some properties are 

enhanced by orders of magnitude because of strong correlation (as evidenced in the 

HF materials2• 3). Analogous behavior is found in the many-body solutions to the 

t-t' -J model on small clusters. 

The HF materials exhibit large coefficients of the terin linear in the temperature 

in their specific heat, quasi-elastic magnetic excitations (large magnetic susceptibili

ties), and poor metallic conductivity. The solutions to the t-t' -1 model are tested to 

find candidate solutions that depict this HF behavior. Since electron correlation effects 

begin to be large at N = 4, it is expected that solutions near half-filling will have the 

strongest HF character. 
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The large coefficient of the linear term in the specific heat arises from an abun

dance of low-lying excitations, i.e. many-body states in the ground-state manifold and 
. 

energetically close to it We calculated the maximum number of states (including all 

degeneracies) lying within an energy of 0.11t I of the ground state for 0.0 S J < 1.0 

(see Table 3.10). The maximum number of states appear for only a finite range of J, 

as illustrated for the three cases in Figs. 3.10-3.12. Enhancements52 are searched for 

in the strong-correlation regime by comparing the maximum number of states in Table 

3.10 with the total number of states in the ground-state manifold of the noninteracting 

regime (Table 3.11). The degeneracy of the noninteracting ground-state manifold is 

determined by a paramagnetic53 filling of the one-electron levels of Table 3.4 (all of 

the excited states in the noninteracting electron spectrum lie beyond 0.1 It I of the 

ground state). The possible HF lie predominantly near half-filling and are highlighted 

in boldface in Table 3.10. Both the bee and the sq (( = 0) lattices show no tendency 

toward HF behavior due, in part, to the large density of-states of the noninteracting 

electrons at half-filling. 

Large magnetic susceptibilities and large magnetic fluctuations occur whenever 

two states with different total spin are nearly degenerate. These fluctuations increase 

when more than two different total-spin configurations are nearly degenerate (a feature 

that we call the spin-pileup effect). Many solutions exhibit this spin-pileup effect: the 

case of a h_alf-filled band has, for all structures, five different total-spin configurations 

degenerate at J = 0; for N = 7, the spin-pileup effect is seen in the sc (( S 0), 

bee (( = 0), fcc (t > 0), and sq lattices; for N = 6 and N = 4 it is observed in the 

fcc (t > 0) lattice and in the sc (( = 0) lattice, respectively. A simple example of the 

spin-pileup effect is illustrated in Fig. 3.11. Cases when only two different total-spin 

states are nearly degenerate occur in the regions near isolated level crossings between 

the two states. These regions have been summarized in Tables 3.5-3.8. 
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Finally, the candidate HF solutions are required to exhibit weak metallic conduc

tivity. Previous investigations31 have shown that electrons in the strongly correlated 

regime are poor conductors (in particular, the half-filled band has electrons that are 

frozen in space, i.e. an insulator). However, an enhancement of the conductivity is 

expected whenever a solution is close to a disproportiation instability, since the system 

has states with two different charge distributions which are nearly degenerate. 

Solutions to the t-t' -1 model that satisfy all three criteria54 are the best candi

dates for models of HF systems. These solutions are listed in Table 3.12. The solu

tions lie predominantly near half-filling, are quite sensitive to variations in J, are 

moderately sensitive to changes in t', and may be magnetic. In fact, the geometrical 

tendency toward HF appears to be closely linked to the geometrical tendency toward 

magnetism of the previous section, with the sc and fcc lattices having stronger HF 

character than the bee and sq lattices. 

Ill.S Conclusions 

The effect of geometry on the exact many-body solutions of the t-t' -J model in 

eight-site small clusters has been stUdied. Five particular cases were examined: sc; 

bee; fcc (t > 0); fcc (t < 0); and sq lattices. Spin and space-group symmetries were 

used to reduce the Hamiltonian to block-diagonal form, which decreased the diagonali

zation time by six orders of magnitude. 

The spatial symmetry, k-vector, and total spin of the ground state were calculated 

for all electron fillings as a function of the interaction strength. It was found that the 

ground state typically has minimal spin and there are many accidental degeneracies. 

Magnetic solutions (including ferromagnetism) occur in some cases when J < t. In 

particular, Nagaoka's theorem14 was verified, the ferromagnetic solutions were found 

to be quite unstable with respect to increasing J, and an extension of the theorem to 

the case of two holes was proposed: Whenever the hypotheses of Nagaoka's 
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theorem14 are satisfied and there are exactly two holes in the half-filled band, then the 

ground-state manifold includes a spin-singlet With 1r 1 symmetry. This conjectured 

extension of Nagaoka's theorem indicates that the ferromagnetic solution is quite 

unstable to both interaction strength J and electron filling N. 

The stability of the many-body solutions With respect to disproportiation was stu

died. Amazingly enough, it was found that the phase diagrams can be almost entirely 

described by a one-electron picture: The stability of solutions tends to decrease as the 

interaction J is increased; the one-eighth (N = 2) and one-half (N = 8) filled bands are 

always stable; an even number of electrons tends to be more stable than an odd 

number; and an odd number of electrons that forms a half-filled one-electron shell 

tends to be stable. Frustration was a key element to the binding of two holes or two 

electrons, as shown in the I ee lattice. In particular, no evidence was found for 

enhanced superconductivity (via the binding of holes) in the two-dimensional sq lattice 
-

versus the three-dimensional lattices. 

Heavy-fermion behavior was studied by examining the character of the ground

state manifold and its low-lying excitations. Many-body solutions were found that 

have a large density of many-body states near the ground state, have large spin fluctua

tions, and are poor metallic conductors. These solutions exhibit HF character for only 

a small range of the interaction and are sometimes magnetic. 

Geometry plays a similar role in both magnetism and HF behavior. The se and 

I ee lattices have a stronger tendency toward magnetism and HF behavior than the bee 

and sq lattices. 

In conclusion, the small-cluster technique is an alternate approach to the many

body problem that treats electron correlation effects exactly, but has uncontrolled 

finite-size effects. Group theory is used to simplify the problem, so that many 

different cases can be studied. A richness to the structure of the ground-state solutions 

as functions of the interaction strength, electron filling, and geometry, is found that 
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includes magnetism and HF behavior. 

ll.6 Appendix: Space-Group Symmetry of Eight-Site Clusters 

The cubic point group oh has 48 operations, however, the improper rotations and 

inversion yield no additional information when spherically symmetric orbitals are 

placed at each lattice site. Therefore, the relevant cubic point group for the small clus

ters that are studied is the octahedral group 0 which has 24 operations. Similarly, the 

relevant point group for the square lattice is C 4v which has 8 operations. The eight

site cluster has eight translations which yield space groups of order 192 [64] for the 

cubic [square] lattices. However, it turns out that there is a fourfold redundancy, of 

group operations in the sc lattice when spherically symmetric orbitals are placed at the 

lattice sites (a similar phenomena occurs in the four-site tetrahedral cluster28). This 

reduces the order of the space group for the sc cluster to 48 and this reduced group is 

isomorphic to the point group Oh with an origin at the center of the cube (see Chapter 

V). 

The sc Brillouin zone43 is sampled at four symmetry stars: r (d=1); R (d=1); M 

(d=3); and X (d=3). The character table43 is reproduced in Table 3.13 with the con

ventional and the space group notations for the 10 irreducible representations. 

The bee and fee lattices display the full symmetry of the proper space group. 

Their Brillouin zones43 are sampled at three symmetry stars: r (d=1); H (d=1); and N 

(d=6) for the bee lattice and r (d=1); X (d=3); and L (d=4) for the -f ce lattice. The 

character tables43 are reproduced in Tables 3.14 and 3.15. The space group operations 

are denoted by a point group operation (with origin at site 1) and a translation vector. 

Nearest-neighbor translations are denoted by 't and next-nearest neighbor translations 

by 9. The subscripts II, 1, and L refer to translations that are parallel to, perpendicular 

to, or at an angle to the rotation axis of the point group operation. 
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The sq lattice also displays the full symmetry of the proper space group. The 

Brillouin zone43 is sampled at four symmetry stars: r (d=l); M (d=l); X (d=2); and l: 

(d=4). The character table43 is reproduced in Table 3.16. The symbol a denotes 

reflections in the planes perpendicular to the x- and y -axes, a' denotes reflections in 

planes perpendicular tO the diagonals X± y, Q denotes the third-nearest-neighbor trans

lations, and the subscripts II (l) refer to translations that are parallel (perpendicular) to 

the normal of the mirror plane. 

Finally, we elaborate upon the algebraic identification of the lattice points in an 

infinite lattice with those . of an eight-site cluster with PBC. A sc lattice is described 

by triples of integers (i, j, k ). The eight-site sc cluster with PBC describes the same 

set of points, but each point on the infinite lattice is identified with one of eight 

equivalence classes, determined by the site in the small cluster with which it is 

equivalent. These equivalence classes are given in Table 3.17 for the sc, bee, fcc, 

and sq lattices. 
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correlated Hilbert space) but none of the HF are eliminated from such a com

parison (the finite-size effect is much stronger in this case). 

The HF with N = 3 is near a disproportiation instability and may be too good a 

conductor. The HF with N = 4 is stable against disproportiation but is probably 

metallic since strong-correlation effects are not expected to reduce drastically the 

electronic conductivity in a quarter-filled band. Neither solution is discarded. 
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Ill.8 Tables for Chapter ill 

Table 3.1. Hamiltonian block sizes for N electrons in an eight-site cluster in the 

strongly interacting limit (no double-occupation of a lattice site). 

Dimension of 

N Hilbert Space 

0 1 
1 16 
2 112 
3 448 
4 1120 
5 1792 
6 1792 
7 1024 
8 256 
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Table 3.2. Largest Hamiltonian block sizes for N electrons in the four different eight

site clusters when expanded in a symmetrized basis of definite spin and spatial sym

metry. 

N sc bee fcc sq 

0 1 1 1 1 

1 1 1 1 1 

2 3 2 2 3 

3 8 5 5 8 

4 16 8 9 14 

5 18 9 12 18 

6 18 9 11 18 

7 8 5 5 8 

8 3 2 2 3 

.. 
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Table 3.3. Renormalized parameters for the t-t' -J Hamiltonian when restricted to 

isolated eight-site lattices. 

sc bee fcc sq 

INN 2t 2t 2t t 

2NN 4( 2( 6( 2( 

int 21 21 21 J 
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Table 3.4. One-electron energy levels for the four different eight-site clusters. 

sc bee fcc sq 

Er = -6t-12t' ~r =-St-6( Er = -12t-6t' Er = -4t-4t' 

Ex= -2t+4t' EN =2( EL = 6t' Er, = 0 

EM= 2t+4( En= St-6( Ex= 4t-6( Ex =4( 

ER = 6t-12( EM= 4t-4t' 
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Table 3.9. Accidental degeneracies in the t-t' -J model at J = 0. 

lattice N ground state de g. 

fcc 2 3x2eiri2 11 

• (t < 0) 

bee 4 3H' 3N Ir IH 25 E9 3E9 12E9 12 31 

( =0 

sq 3r~e3M~e3x3e3~ 
( = 0 4 e 1r 1 e

1r4e 1M 1 e 1M 4 31 

fcc 6 sr 2 e 3x 2 e I r 12 16 

(t > 0) 

fcc 6x2e4L2e4ri2e4x I e4x2 

(t > 0) 7 e 2L 3e 2r 2e 2x 1 e
2x 2 96 

all 8 all 256 

• 
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. 
Table 3.10. Maximum number of many-body states lying within 0.1 It I of the 

ground-state energy (including the degeneracy of the ground-state manifold). Potential 

HF are highlighted in bold. -

N sc bee fcc (r > 0) fcc (t < 0) sq 
r' + 0 - + 0 - + 0 - + 0 - + 0 -
1 2 2 2 6 2 
2 1 1 1 11 1 
3 4 4 18 12 8 10 8 12 4 
4 11 16 7 40 24 11 18 40 4 
5 10 60 32 28 34 34 16 60 12 
6 2 3 3 13 16 7 10 10 2 13 s 
7 6 38 18 52 60 14 96 48 98 42 28 76 54 
8 256 256 256 256 256 256 256 

• 
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Table 3.11. Maximum number of noninteracting-electron states lying within 0.11 t I of 

the ground,state energy (including the degeneracy of the ground-state manifold). 

N sc bee fcc (t > 0) fcc (t < 0) sq 

t' + 0 - + 0 - + 0 - + 0 - + 0 -
1 2 2 2 6 2 

2 1 1 1 15 1 

3 6 12 8 20 8 12 4 

4 15 66 28 15 28 66 6 

5 20 220 56 6 56 220 4 

6 15 495 70 1 70 495 1 

7 6 792 56 8 56 792 8 

8 1 924 28 28 28 924 28 

• 
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Table 3.12. Many-body solutions to the t-( -J model that exhibit strong HF charac-

ter. The range of interaction strength J It where the solutions are HF and the total spin 

of the ground state SGs are included. 

N lattice ( J It SGs 

3 sc (<0 0.0 <lit< 0.05 1/2 
4 sc (=0 0.0 <lit< 0.04 2 or 0 

7 sc (=0 0.05 < J It < 0.065 7/2 or 1/2 

7 sc (<0 0.12 <lit< 0.13 7/2 or 5/2 

7 fcc (t > 0) all ( 0.0 <lit< 0.01 1/2 

7 fcc (t < 0) (>0 0.1 < Jlt < 0.12 5/2 or 3/2 

7 fcc (t < 0) (=0 0.17 < J It < 0.19 5/2 or 3/2 

7 sq ( < 0 0.15 < J It < 0.16 3/2 

.. 
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Table 3.13. Character table for the space group of the eight-site sc cluster. The space 

group is isomorphic to the cubic point group Oh, with an origin at the center of the 

small cluster, when spherically symmetric orbitals are placed at the lattice sites. E is 

the identity, CJ:' is the rotation of 2rcmln about ann-fold axis, and J is the inversion. 

Both the space group and the point group notations for the irreducible representations 

are included. 

1 3 6 6 8. 

J JC] JC4 JC2 JC3 

rl Atg 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

r2 A2g 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1 1 

r12 Eg 2 2 0 0 -1 2 2 0 0 -1 

M2 Tlg 3 -1 1 -1 0 3 -1 1 -1 0 

Mt T2g 3 -1 -1 1 0 3 -1 -1 1 0 

R2 A lu 1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 

Rt A2u 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -
R12 Eu 2 2 0 0 -1 -2 -2 0 0 1 

xi T lu 3 -1 1 -1 0 -3 1 -1 1 0 

x2 T2u 3 -1 -1 1 0 -3 1 1 -1 0 

• 
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Table 3.14. Character table for the space group of the eight-site bee cluster. The 

space group operations are constructed by a point group operation with origin at site 1 

followed by a translation. The symbol 0 denotes no translation, 't denotes a nearest

neighbor translation, and e is a next-nearest-neighbor translation. The subscripts II , 1, 

and L refer to translations that are parallel to, perpendicular to, and at an angle to the 

rotation axis of the point group operation. 

1 6 24 12 32 4 12 24 12 12 32 3 6 12 
E cl c4 c2 c3 E cf c4 c2 c::! c3 E cl C:~ 

0 oe
11 

oe oe
1 

oe 't t 't 'tL 't, t e el eL 

rl 1 1 

r2 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 

r12 2 2 0 0 -1 2 2 0 0 0 -1 2 2 0 

r~s 3 -1 -1 0 3 -1 -1 -1 0 3 -1 -1 

r~ 3 -1 -1 0 3 -1 -1 1 0 3 -1 

Hl 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 

H2 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 

H 12 2 2 0 0 -1 -2 -2 0 0 0 1 2 2 0 

H;s 3 -1 -1 0 -3 -1 0 3 -1 -1 

H~s 3 -1 -1 0 -3 -1 -1 0 3 -1 

Nl 6 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -2 -2 -2 

N2 6 -2 0 0 0 0 0 0 -2 2 0 -2 2 0 

N3 6 -2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 -2 0 -2 2 0 

N4 6 2 0 -2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -2 -2 2 

• 
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Table 3.15. Character table for the space group of the eight-site fcc cluster. The nota

tion is identical to that of Table 3.14. 

1 6 24 12 32 6 6 12 24 24 1 12 32 
E ct c4 c2 c3 E cJ c; c4 c2 E c2 c3 
0 oe 09tl Ot

11 Otl t tl tL tL "CL e 9tl 9tL 

rl 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

rz 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 

r12 2 2 0 0 -1 2 2 2 0 0 2 0 -1 

r~s 3 -1 -1 0 3 -1 -1 1 -1 3 -1 0 

r~ 3 -1 -1 1 0 3 -1 -1 -1 1 3 0 

xl 3 3 0 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 3 1 0 

Xz 3 3 -1 -1 0 -1 -1 -1 1 1 3 -1 0 

x3 3 -1 -1 1 0 -1 3 -1 1 -1 3 1 0 

x4 3 -1 1 -1 0 -1 3 -1 -1 1 3 -1 0 
( 

Xs 6 -2 0 0 0 -2 -2 2 0 0 6 0 0 

Lt 4 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 -4 -2 -1 

Lz 4 0 0 -2 1 0 0 0 0 0 -4 2 -1 

L3 8 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 -8 0 1 
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Table 3.16. Character table for the space group of the eight-site sq cluster. The sym

bol a denotes the mirror planes perpendicular to the x- and y -axes and c:f denotes the 

mirror planes perpendicular to the diagonals x ±y. The translations are denoted by 0 

(no translation), 't (nearest-neighbor translation), e (next-nearest-neighbor), and Q 

(third-nearest-neighbor). The subscripts II and 1 refer to translations parallel to or per

pendicular to the normals of the mirror planes. 

1 8 • 2 4 4 4 8 4 4 4 8 2 2 4 4 1 

£ C4 c] a a' £ c4 c] a a a' £ c] a a' £ 

0 oen on on oe
1 

1: 1: 't 'til 'tl 't 9 9 e e
11
n n 

rl 1 1 1 1 

r2 1 -1 -1 1 -I -1 -1 -1 -1 

r3 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1 

r4 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 

rs 2 0 -2 0 0 2 0 -2 0 0 0 2 -2 0 0 2 

Ml -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 

M2 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 

M3 -1 1 1 -I -1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 

M4 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 
Ms 2 0 -2 0 0 -2 0 2 0 0 0 2 -2 0 0 2 

XI 2 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -2 -2 -2 0 2 

x2 2 0 2 -2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -2 -2 2 0 2 

xJ 2 0 -2 0 0 0 0 0 -2 2 0 -2 2 0 0 2 

x4 2 0 -2 0 0 0 0 0 2 -2 0 -2 2 0 0 2 

r.l 4 0 () 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -2 -4 

~ 4 0 0 0 -2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 -4 
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Table 3.17. Equivalence classes of the eight small-cluster sites in the sc, bee, fcc, 

and sq infinite lattices. 

Class sc bee fcc sq 

1 (2i ,2j ,2k) (4i ,4} ,4k) (2i ,2} ,2k) (2i ,2}) 

(4i +2,4j+2.4k+2) i+j+k =even i+j =even 

2 (2i + 1,2} ,2k) (4i +2,4} ,4k) (2i ,2j+1,2k+1) (2i+1,2j) 

(4i ,4j+2,4k+2) i+j+k =even i+j =even 

3 (2i + 1,2} + 1,2k) (4i ,4} ,4k+2) (2i +1,2} ,2k+1) (2i+1,2j+1) 

(4i+2,4j+2,4k) i+j+k =odd i+j =odd 

4 (2i,2j+1,2k) (4i ,4j+2,4k) (2i + 1,2} + 1,2k) (2i,2}+1) 

(4i +2,4} ,4k+2) i+j+k =odd i+j =even 

5 (2i +1,2} ,2k+ 1) (4i + 1,4}+ 1,4k+ 1) (2i ,2} ,2k) (2i ,2}) 

(4i+3,4j+3,4k+3) i+j+k =odd i+j =odd 

6 (2i ,2} ,2k+l) (4i +3,4j+1,4k+1) (2i ,2j+1,2k+1) (2i+1,2j) 

(4i+1,4j+3,4k+3) i+j+k =odd i+j =odd 

7 (2i ,2j+1,2k+1) (4i + 1,4} + 1,4k+3) (2i+1,2j ,2k+1) (2i +1,2}+1) 
- (4i+3,4j+3,4k+1) i+j+k =even i+j =even 

8 (2i +1,2j+l,2k+1) (4i+1,4j+3,4k+1) (2i+1,2j+1,2k) (2i,2j+1) 

(4i+3,4j+l,4k+3) i+j+k =even i+j =odd 
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Figure 3.1. ·Eight-site cluster with PBC for the sc lattice in (a) real and (b) reciprocal 

space. The nearest neighbors of the site 1 are two each of the sites 2, 4, and 6 as 

indicated in (a). The four symmetry stars in (b) are r = (0, 0, 0); R = (1, 1, 1) 1tla; 

M = (1, 1, 0) 1tla; and X = (1, 0, 0) 1tla. 
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Figure 3.2. Eight-site cluster with PBC for the bee lattice in (a) real and (b) recipro

cal space. The dotted line in (a) is the body diagonal. The nearest neighbors of site 5 

are two each of the sites 1, 2, 3, and 4. The three symmetry stars in (b) are 

r = (0, 0, 0); H = (2, 0, 0) 1tla; and N = (1, 1, 0) 7tla. 
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Figure 3.3. Eight-site cluster with PBC for the fcc lattice in (a) real and (b) recipro

cal space. The double-tetrahedral structure/ is highlighted with dotted lines in (a). The 

three symmetry stars in (b) are r = (0, 0, 0); X = (0, 0, 2) 1tla; and L = (1, 1, 1) 1t/a . 
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Figure 3.4. Eight-site cluster with PBC for the sq lattice in (a) real and (b) reciprocal 

space. The 2.../2a x 2..J2a "primitive" cell is highlighted with dotted lines in (a). The 

four symmetry stars are r = (0, 0); M = (1, 1) 1tla; X = (1, 0) 1tla; and :E = (1, 1) 1t/2a . 
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CJ z 

Figure 3.5·. Stability phase diagram for the sc lattice. The horizontal axis is the 

interaction strength J It and the vertical axis is the electron filling N. Solid horizontal 

lines correspond to stable single-phases. Dotted vertical lines denote disproportiation 

instabilities or level crossings in the fixed-N solutions. Level crossings are also 

marked by a black dot. Three cases have been calculated: (a) ( = 0.15 I t I ; (b) 

( = 0.0; and (c) t' = -o.151t I. 
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Figure 3.6. Stability phase diagram for the bee lattice. Three cases have been calcu-

lated: (a) t' = 0.51 t I; (b) t' = 0.0; and (c) t' = -Q.51 t I. Note the phase islands for 

N =4. 
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Figure 3.7. Stability phase diagram for the fcc (t > 0) lattice. Three cases have been 

calculated: (a) ( = 0.151 t I; (b) ( = 0.0; and (c) ( = -Q.l51 t I. 
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Figure 3.8. Stability phase diagram for the fcc (t < 0) lattice. Three cases have been 

calculated: (a) t' = 0.151 t I; (b) t' = 0.0; and (c) t' = -{).151 t I. Note the phase islands 

for N = 4 and N = 7 and that N = 1 is unstable. 
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Figure 3.9. Stability phase diagram for the sq lattice. Three cases have been calcu

lated: (a) t' = 0.151 t I; (b) ( = 0.0; and (c) ( = -0.151 t I. Note the phase islands for 

N =4. 
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Figure 3.10. Total number of states in the ground-state manifold and in the low-lying 

excitations within 0.11 t I of it for the sc (t' < 0) lattice and N = 3. 
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Figure 3.11. Total number of states in the ground-state manifold and in the low-lying 

excitations within 0.1 I t I of it for the fcc (t > 0) lattice and N = 7. There are no 

low-lying excitations in the range 0.1 < J It < 1.0. The spin-pileup effect can be seen 

at J = 0. 
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Figure 3.12. Total number of states in the ground-state manifold and in the low-lying 

excitations within 0.11 t I of it for the fcc (t < 0) lattice with ( = 0 and N = 7. 

There are no low-lying excitations in the range 0.5 < J II t I < 1.0. 
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Chapter IV: Exact Solutions of Frustrated Ordinary and Chiral Eight-Site 

Hubbard Models 

IV.l Introduction 

112 

Although the ground states of the Mott-insulating progenitors of high-temperature 

superconductors display long-range antiferromagnetic order, it has been suggested that 

hypothetical "spin-liquid" or "resonating-valence-bond" states which are translationally 

and spin-rotationally invariant may hold the key to the mechanism of oxide supercon

ductivity1-3. These states possess short-range spin correlations· which mimic the 

short-range spin correlations in a singlet superconductor, and may therefore serve as an 

appropriate starting point for understanding the nature of superconductivity in doped 

Mott insulators. The excitation spectrum of these spin liquids is supposed to contain 

quasiparticles with reversed spin-charge-relations - the neutral spin-1/2. "spinon" and 

the spinless charge-e "holon"- and the superconducting ground state is thought of as 

a condensate of holons. 

Despite the theoretical interest in spin liquids, it has proven difficult to identify a 

particular frustrated spin-1/2 Heisenberg model with a spin-liquid ground state. The 

search for these states is complicated by the difficulty of solving frustrated spin models 

, on infinite lattices (or lattices which are large enough to render boundary effects unim

portant), especially in view of the possibility of incommensurable spin-density-wave 

ground states. The understanding of spin liquids is therefore largely based on approxi

mate methods which fall into three different categories: (a) mean-field theories; (b) 

variational and projection techniques; and (c) small-cluster (finite-system) exact calcu

lations. 

(a) Mean-Field Theories. 

Conventional mean-field theory for antiferromagnets (AF), in which the spin at every 

site acquires a nonzero expectation value, is not appropriate for the study of spin 
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liquids, since they are by hypothesis spin-rotationally invariant. Mfleck and Marston4 

have proposed an alternative mean-field theory by recalling that antiferromagnetic 

exchange between two spins at sites i and j arises from the virtual hop of an electron 

from site i to site j and back again, viz., [- 2J;j (c;~ja)(cj~i't)]. This expression 

leads naturally to the introduction of the (possibly complex) link variables 

Xii = (J;/2) <c/ae;a> and the corresponding mean-field Hamiltonian 

- IXij 12 t • t 
HMF - L J + L [Xij C;a Cja + 'Xij Cja C;a] 

(i,j) ij (i,j),a 
(4.1) 

The mean-field state is obtained by minimizing HMF with respect to the link variables 

'Xij, a procedure which yields exact results for the SU (N) Heisenberg model in the 

Iarge-N limit. The ground state in the mean-field approximation is then the Slater 

determinant obtained by filling the single-particle states in the lower half of the spec

trum of (4.1). Since the effective hopping amplitudes 'Xij are generally complex, the 

Hamiltonian (4.1) is equivalent to a system of noninteracting fermions moving in a 

"magnetic field" which couples only to orbital motion. The mean-field Hamiltonian 

(4.1) preserves an important symmetry of the Heisenberg model, namely the local 

U (1) gauge symmetry associated with the conservation of particle number at each 

site5• Under a local gauge transformation, ci~ ~ exp(i Ai )ci~, every state in the Hil

bert space of the Heisenberg model is multiplied by the same overall phase factor 

exp(i I.j A i) and therefore all observables are unaffected. 

In general H MF is minimized6 by states with nonzero 'Xij only on isolated links of 

the lattice. To obtain stable translationally invariant spin-liquids in a mean-field 

approximation one may introduce biquadratic spin-spin interactions4 which suppress 

fluctuations of the magnitudes I 'Xij I. The resulting states have uniform (but fluctuat

ing) charge density. 
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(b) Variational and Projection Techniques. 

Slater determinants such as the mean-field states described above can be converted into 

suitable variational wavefunctions for the Heisenberg model by progressively eliminat

ing those components of the Slater determinant which correspond to multiple occu

pancy of sites - the "Gutzwiller" technique. These projected wavefunctions yield 
/ 

excellent variational energies 7 (and therefore accurately describe short-range correla-

tions) when the "flux" through every elementary plaquette (ijkl) is 1t, i.e., when the 

phase of the product XijXjkXIdXli of the link variables around the plaquette is 1t. On a 

square lattice with diagonal (frustrating) interactions, the optimal state (with uniform 

I Xij I) is the "chiral" state3•8, with flux 1t/2 through each elementary triangle, which 

breaks both time-reversal and parity symmetries. 

The philosophy behind the Gutzwiller approach is a familiar one. To study a 

strongly interacting many-body system, one first identifies a simpler weak-coupling 

limit which embodies the same symmetries, and then imagines a smooth deformation 

of this soluble model into the intractable Hamiltonian under consideration. If no phase 

transition or level crossing intervenes, then the two opposite limits will be qualitatively 

similar. In some cases, the smooth continuation from weak to strong coupling can be 

convincingly demonstrated. An instructive example of such a continuum of models is 

the half-filled, square-lattice Hubbard model with nearest-neighbor-only hopping9• In 

the small Hubbard U limit, this system is a commensurable spin-density-wave insula

tor, with an exponentially small charge gap. In the opposite (large Hubbard U) limit, -

charged excitations can be formally eliminated, resulting in a nearest-neighbor Heisen

berg AF with a Neel-ordered ground state. In both cases, the ground-state density 

correlations decay exponentially, and the low-energy, long-wavelength excitations' are 

gapless antiferromagnons. Despite the apparent conceptual difference between a com

mensurable spin-density-wave insulator (whose charge gap is caused by a doubling of 

the unit cell), and a Neel-ordered Mott insulator (whose gap is generally viewed as a 
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many-body effect), there appears to be no phase-boundary separating them. The use of 

Gutzwiller-projected wavefunctions tacitly assumes a smooth interpolation of ground 

states from weak to strong coupling. If these two limits can be continuously related, 

the Gutzwiller approach provides a crude but powerful approximation for discussing 

strongly interacting problems using weak-coupling methods. 

If the proposed spin-liquid states do indeed exist as ground states of an appropri

ately frustrated spin model, one may ask whether or not a smooth continuation to a 

more easily studied weak-coupling model exists. In particular, the mean-field theory 

of equation (4.1) suggests10 a clear possible starting point: a Hubbard model in the 

presence of an arbitrary magnetic field which couples only to orbital motion, i.e., 

H =- L tij ci~ Cja + U L niini.J. , 
i,j,a 

i ell·· t·· = T-· e '1 
1} - I} 

• t·· = t·· IJ Jl (4.2) 

where nia = ci~ cia is the particle number at site i, the Tij are real and positive, and 

hopping is not limited to nearest-neighbors. At half-filling and in the large-U limit, 

for any choice of link phases { <Pij } , this Hubbard model approaches a frustrated spin-

1/2 Heisenberg model in which the ratios Jij/Jkl are simply (Tij/T kl )2. Each set of 

link phases therefore specifies a family of Hamiltonians which interpolates between 

different soluble models (U = 0) and one intractable spin model (U = oo). If for a 

sufficiently clever choice of phases it is possible to interpolate smoothly between the 

two limits, then one can infer properties of the frustrated Heisenberg model from a 

careful study of tight-binding independent-particle models. 

For a generic choice of hopping phases <Pij, the model described by the Hamil

tonian (4.2) explicitly breaks time-reversal and parity symmetries. For large U this is 

reflected in the fact that the corresponding Heisenberg model includes three-spin 

interactions 10 

T·· T·k Tki 
~ IJ J sin[<l>··"] S· . s. X sk 
~ u2 I} I J 
ijk 

(4.3) 
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where <l>ijk= <l>ij + <l>jk + <l>ki is the flux through triangle ijk. These terms vanish in the 

Mott limit, since they are smaller by a factor of (T /U) than the usual quadratic spin

spin Heisenberg coupling [(4Ti]!U) Si ·Si]. They may, however, act as 

infinitesimal symmetry-breaking fields (in the large-U limit) if the ground state of the 

corresponding frustrated Heisenberg model spontaneously breaks time-reversal or par

ity symmetries. 

Of course, a continuous family of models does not ensure that the corresponding 

states will vary smoothly, since a phase transition could (and frequently will) inter

vene. A necessary condition for the absence of a phase transition between the large 

and small-U limits is that both limiting states. must have the same symmetry (no

crossing rule). For example, weakly frustrated square-lattice antiferromagnets are 

thought to have Neel:-ordered11- 13 ground states, so one cannot expect the (paramag

netic) ground states of tight-binding·models (4.2). with weak second-neighbor hopping 

to continue smoothly as U is increased. A second requirement for continuity between 

a small-U state and a Mott insulator is that the small-U state must be locally neutral 

with a gap in the charged excitation spectrum (insulator rule). This condition ensures 

that a metal-insulator transition does not interrupt the continuation process. 

Which link phases <l>ij are most likely to permit continuation from a (paramag

netic) Slater determinant to a translationally invariant Mott insulator? The similarity 

between the generalized Hubbard model (4.2) and the mean-field theory (4.1) suggests 

distributions of flux which correspond to mean-field solutions with uniform magnitudes 

I Xii I . The corresponding Slater determinant will then have spin-correlations which 

should closely resemble its large-U cousin, facilitating a smooth interpolation between 

the two states. It is also necessary to have a single-particle gap at U = o+, to satisfy 

the insulator rule. To obtain a translationally invariant insulator the charge density 

must also be uniform and the current on each link must vanish. This latter condition 

is simply the statement that the expectation value of the Hamiltonian is stationary with 
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respect to varying the link phases, which is automatically satisfied by choosing fluxes 

corresponding to a uniform-amplitude mean-field state. 

A strong candidate for adiabatic continuation (from a tight-binding model to a 

spin-liquid) in the strongly frustrated regime is then the chiral Hubbard model3•8 with 

rc/2 flux per triangle. It has a spin-singlet translationally invariant ground state that 

breaks time-reversal and parity (satisfying the . no-crossing rule) and the presence of 1t 

· flux per plaquette doubles the (magnetic) unit cell opening a "chiral gap" to single

particle excitations for nonzero next-nearest-neighbor hopping (satisfying the insulator 

rule). 

(c) Exact Diagonalization of a Periodic Small-Cluster Hamiltonian. 

The approach used in this contribution is the small-cluster approximation 14 which con

sists in the exact diagonalization of the generalized Hubbard Hamiltonians ( 4.2) 

applied to a small cluster with periodic boundary conditions (PBC). The small-cluster 

approach begins with the periodic crystal approximation, 15 modeling a bulk crystal by 

a lattice of M sites with PBC. Standard approaches16 take the thermodynamic limit 

(M ~ oo) of the noninteracting system (sampling a continuum in momentum space that 

spans the Brillouin zone) and treat the subsequent electron-correlation effects in an 

approximate manner. The small-cluster approach fixes the number of lattice sites to be 

small (restricting the momentum-space sampling to a coarse grid of high-symmetry 

points) but solves exactly for all electron-correlation effects. The one-electron band 

structure of both methods is identical at the sampled wavevectors. The relationship of 

the many-body solutions~(at equal electron concentration) for the macroscopic crystal 

and the small cluster is much more complicated because of uncontrolled finite-size 

effects in the latter. However, the small-cluster approach provides a rigorous and com

plimentary- method to study the many-body problem that may be extrapolated to 

macroscopic crystals. 
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The small-cluster approach was proposed independently for the Hubbard model 

by Harris and Lange17 and Falicov and Harris18 with the exact solution of the two-site 

cluster. The solution of the four-site square (and tetrahedral) cluster19 marked the first 

time that group theory was used to factorize the Hamiltonian (4.2) mto block-diagonal 

form by using basis functions of definite spin that transform according to the irreduci

ble representations of the full space group. Recent work has concentrated on 

moderately sized (M S20) square-lattice clusters20.21• A brief history of applications 

of the small-cluster approach to different geometries and real materials can be found in 

Ref. 21. 

This contribution examines the ground-state symmetry, wavevector, spin, and 

correlation functions for the ordinary and the chiral Hubbard models at half-filling on 

an eight-site square-lattice cluster as functions of the interaction strength U and of the 

hopping parameters t and t'. Section IV.2 discusses the symmetries of the two models 

and the method of calculation; Section IV.3 includes the results for the ground states 

of both models and their properties; the final section presents the conclusions and 

suggestions for further work. 

IV.2 Symmetries and Calculational Methods 

Two different eight-site square-lattice clusters are illustrated in real and reciprocal 

space in Figs. 4.1 and 4.2: the "ordinary" Hubbard model22 and the "chiral" Hubbard 

model3•8• Both models have hopping amplitudes with the same magnitudes for the 

nearest ... neighbor hopping (t) and for the next-nearest-neighbor hopping (t' ), respec

tively, but differ in the relative phases of the hopping parameters. The Hubbard model 

has all real hopping matrix elements whereas the chiral Hubbard model has relative 

phases chosen so that each fundamental triangle contains a "flux" of 7C/2 (in units 

where one flux quantum = 2lt). Tables 4.1 and 4.2 summarize the nonzero hopping 

matrix elements tij for the two models in terms of the parameters t and t'. One 
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should note that the factor of two multiplying the next-nearest-neighbor hopping matrix 

elements arises from a renormalization of the hopping parameters caused by the PBC 

(the four next-nearest-neighbors of an odd [even] site i are two each of the remaining 

odd [even] sites except for the site i ± 4). 

(i) Number operator. 
. 

The total-number operator for each spin N 0 = L ;n; 0 commutes with the Hamiltonian 

in equation (4.2) and is a conserved quantity. The many-body states may be labeled 

by the total number of electrons N = N t + N .t.· 

(ii) Spin symmetry. 

The total z-component of spin Sz = ~ (Nt-N ,t.), formed from the difference of these 

number operators, is the third component of an internal SU(2) spin symmetry with 

raising and lowering operators, s+ = L ;C;tC;,i. and s_ = (S+)t, that commute with the 

Hamiltonian (4.2) 

. (4.4) 

These commutation relations imply that the square of the total-spin operator 

. S2 = ~ (S+S_+S_S+)+Sz2 also commutes with the Hamiltonian, so the many-body 

states may be labeled by their total spin S and total z -component of spin ms, with 

every state in a given spin multiplet degenerate in energy . 

(iii) Pseudospin symmetry. 

Another internal SU(2) "pseudospin" symmetry can be found in special cases.23- 25 The 

z-component of pseudospin is given by Jz = ~ (N -M). As seen above it commutes 

with the Hamiltonian; it also satisfies an SU(2) algebra 
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(4.5) 

with the pseudospin raising and lowering operators: J+ = Ljexp(i9i)c/JPj~ and 

J _ = (J +)t. Although the latter do not commute with the Hamiltonian, they become 

raising and lowering operators of the Hamiltonian, 

(4.6) 

whenever the phase condition 

(4.7a) 

is satisfied, or equivalently 

e.-e. = 2"-.. +1t (mod 21t) 
l J - '+'IJ (4.7b) 

is satisfied. If (4.6) holds, then the square of the pseudospin operator 

J 2 = ~ (J+J-+J_J+)+Jz2 commutes with the Hamiltonian and is another conserved 

quantity. The phase condition can be satisfied whenever the hopping matrix is bipar

tite (i.e., when there are two disjoint sublattices A and B with nonzero hopping 

between A ~~ B only) by the choice 

e. = [o, 
' 1t ' 

i e A 
ieB (4.8) 

Equation (4.7) holds for the ordinary Hubbard model when ( = 0, but cannot be 

satisfied otherwise. The phase condition (with the phase choice of Eq. 4.8) is always 

satisfied for the chiral Hubbard model when one chooses a gauge that is real for 

A ~~ B sublattice hopping, and imaginary for A ~~ A and B ~~ B sublattice 

hopping. The many-body states for the half-filled band (N = M) all have Jz = 0. In 

the case of the chiral Hubbard model they may also be labeled by their pseudospin J. 
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(iv) Space operations for the ordinary Hubbard model. 

The space group of the ordinary Hubbard model is a symmorphic, moderately sized 

finite group constructed from the C 4v point-group operations and the eight translation 

vectors of the lattice: the four nearest-neighbor translations are denoted by 't; the tWo 

next-nearest-neighbor translations by 8; and the one third-nearest-neighbor translation 

by n. The space group is of order 64 and is composed of 16 classes. The Brillouin 

zone26 (see Fig. 4.1) is sampled at four symmetry stars: r (d=1); M (d=1); X (d=2); 

and l: (d=4). The character table26 is reproduced in Table 4.3. 

(v) Site-permutation operations for the ordinary Hubbard model. 

There is a larger group, a cluster-permutation group, that includes the space group as a 

subgroup and is generated by the space-group generators plus a permutation operator 

that commutes with the Hamiltonian but is not a space-group operation.27 In general, 

this extra permutation operator may be constructed from a set of transpositions (pair 

interchanges): the origin is interchanged with the site that is farthest away from it. 

The remaining sites are also pairwise interchanged (if necessary) so that the original 

neighbor structure of the cluster is preserved. The resultant permutation operator is a 

nonrigid mapping of the lattice onto itself and, therefore, is not an element of the 

space group. For example, the nearest-neighbors of site-1 are the sites 2, 4, 6, and 8 

(see Fig. 4.1) and the next-nearest-neighb~rs are the sites 3 and 7. Site-5 has an ident

ical neighbor structure, so the permutation operator P that interchanges site-1 and 

site-5 will commute with the Hamiltonian but it is not simply a combination of trans

lations and point-group operations and hence is not a space-group operation. A similar 

permutation operator has been found for other clusters, e.g. a ten-site square-lattice 

cluster.27 The existence of this nontrivial permutation operator is a finite-size effect of 

periodic clusters since an infinite system does not have any symmetry beyond that of 

the space group. It also depends strongly on the geometry of the system since every 
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finite cluster does not necessarily have this extra "hidden" symmetry. 

The cluster-permutation group is composed of 128 elements divided into twenty 

classes and recorded in Table 4.4. Note that the presence of the permutation operator 

P forces physically different space-group operations (such as the translations, rotations 

and reflections) to be sometimes in the same class. The character table is reproduced 

in Table 4.5 and includes the compatibility relations between representations of the 

cluster-permutation group and the real space-group in the last column. 

The group of translations forms an abelian subgroup of the cluster-permutation 

group, but it is not an invariant subgroup. This means that one cannot build represen

tations of the cluster-permutation group in the ordinary m.antler28 for a space group 

and, in particular, there are some representations that require essential degeneracies 

between states that have different wavevectors. Such is the case for representations <1>1, 

<1>2• <1>3• and <1>4 in Table 4.5. 

(vi) Space operations for the chiral Hubbard model. 

The fixing of gauge for the chiral Hubbard model drastically reduces the symmetry of 

the Hamiltonian. The crystal structure becomes a rectangular lattice with a basis of 

two atoms (see Fig. 4.2); there are no fourfold rotations or mirror planes. The space 

group is a symmorphic group constructed from the C 2 point-group operations and the 

four translation vectors of the lattice. It is of order 8 and composed of 5 classes. The 

Brillouin zone26 (see Fig. 4.2) is sampled at three symmetry stars: r (d=1); X (d=1); 

and :t (d=2). The character table26 is reproduced in Table 4.6. 

There are no finite-size-effect permutation operators that commute with the Ham

iltonian for the chiral Hubbard model. This is because the preservation of the neigh

bor structure of the cluster is not a sufficient condition for a permutation operator to 

commute with the Hamiltonian if the phases in the hopping matrix are not uniform. 
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(vii) Gauge-space operations for the chiral Hubbard model. 

There is a larger group, a gauge-space group, that includes the space group as a sub

group and is composed of rotations and translations followed by gauge transforma

tions. The gauge transformations X are unitary operators of order 2 (i.e., square to the 

identity); they are composed of products of the single-site gauge transformations 

which change the sign of the electron creation and annihilation operators 

G. c .t G· = (-1)aii c .t G c G - (-l)aii c ' ;a ' ;a • i ja i - ja 

at the corresponding atomic site. The uniform gauge transformation E 

8 
E=flGi 

i=l 

(4.10) 

(4.11) 

changes the sign of_ the creation and annihilation operators at every site and, acting on 

state vectors, equals 1 [-1] when the number of electrons is even [odd]. The full 

group, which allows E to be 1 or [-1], is discussed in the appendix. The case 

with E = 1 is discussed here since the half-filled band contains an even number 

(N = 8) of electrons. In this case, the gauge-space group requires three nontrivial 

gauge transformations 

(4.12) 

in its group elements. The group is generated by a fourfold rotation followed by a 

gauge transformation (gauge-rotation) - x1 { C 4 1 0}, the translation from site-1 to 

site-2- {£ lt2}, and a translation from site-1 to site-4 followed by a gauge transfor

mation (gauge-translation) - x3{£ lt4}. The gauge-space group, which commutes 

with the chiral Hubbard model Hamiltonian, is composed of 32 elements divided into 

11 classes and recorded in Table 4.7. The character table is reproduced in Table 4.8. 
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The group of translations and gauge-translations forms an abelian invariant sub

group of the gauge-space group; therefore Bloch's theorem29 holds with 

gauge-wavevectors30 distributed in a gauge-Brillouin zone (see Fig. 4.2). The gauge

Brillouin zone is sampled at four symmetry stars: y (d=1); m (d=1); x (d=2); and 

a (d=4). Lower-case letters are used to denote the gauge-wavevectors; the compatibil

ity relations between representations of the gauge-space group and the real space group 

have been included in the last column of Table 4.6. The gauge-space group is iso

morphic to the space group of an eight-site square lattice with point group C 4, which 

is physically sensible since the "magnetic field" is uniform. 

(viii) Particle-hole parity operator. 

A particle-hole parity operator23.31 

8 
R = G 1 G3G5G7 fl (cit +c;i) (cii +Ci.J.) 

i=l 
(4.13) 

is constructed out of the B -sublattice gauge transformation and the operator that inter

changes particles with holes. The particle-hole parity operator is unitary and squares 

to one so its eigenvalues are ± 1. It satisfies a commutation relation with the Hamil-

tonian (4.2) 

[H, R] = 2 U Jz R (4.14) 

whenever the hopping matrix t;j obeys 

t;i = tji for i e A , j e B or i e B , j e A 

t;i = - tji for i e A , j e A or i e B • j e B (4.15) 

The particle-hole parity operator commutes with the Hamiltonian if condition (4.15) is 

satisfied and Jz = 0 (half-filled band). Condition (4.15) holds for the ordinary Hub

bard model only when ( = 0 but always holds for the chiral Hubbard model (with the 

chosen gauge). The particle-hole parity operator anticommutes with the z -component 
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of spin {R ,Sz }+= 0 so it may be used as an additional symmetry label for the many

body states of the chiral Hubbard model with ms = 0. 

An interesting characteristic of the chiral Hubbard model is that it retains all of 

the "special" parameter-independent symmetries (pseudospin and particle-hole parity) 

of the nearest-neighbor Hubbard model on a bipartite lattice even when next-nearest

neighbor hopping introduces frustration. The chiral Hubbard model also does not have 

the finite-size effect of extra permutation symmetries that are not space-group (gauge

space-group) symmetries. 

(ix) Parameter-dependent symmetries. 

In addition to the parameter-independent symmetries there are two classes of 

parameter-dependent symmetries. The first class is geometrical and depends on the 

ratio (It. When (It = 0, the Hubbard model on an eight-site squ~-lattice cluster is 

identical to the Hubbard model on an eight-site body-centered-cubic-lattice cluster. 21 

When (It = 112, the renormalized hopping to nearest-neighbors equals the renormal

ized hopping to next-nearest-neighbors and the eight-site square-lattice cluster becomes 

an eight-site triangular-lattice cluster which is, in tum, identical to an eight-site face

centered-cubic-lattice cluster. In this second case, the large U solutions are known to 

be threefold degenerate at half-filling~ 13•21 There are no geometrical degeneracies for 

the chiral Hubbard model because the hopping matrix elements have nonzero phases. 

The second class is dynamical and depends on the interaction parameter U. The 

first two of an infinite class of conserved currents have already been found32.33 for the 

nearest-neighbor Hubbard model in one-dimension. Almost certainly additional 

currents exist for finite clusters since any finite cluster can be mapped onto a one

dimensional ring with hopping terms that extend beyond nearest-neighbors, but these 

currents have not been determined for either of the models considered here. 
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(x) Simultaneous-eigenvector symmetry. 

Finally, there is a whole class of eigenstates of the Hamiltonian (4.2) whose structure 

(although not necessarily their energies) is independen~·25 of the interaction parameter 

U . This occurs whenever an eigenstate of the kinetic energy is simultaneously an 

eigenstate of the interaction term. An example is the fully polarized ferromagnetic 

state which is annihilated by both the kinetic and potential energy operators. Such 

phenomenon does not often occur and it is not pursued further here. 

The total number of independent many-body states for the· half-filled band of an 

eight-site cluster is 12,870. The systematic application of group theory is used to 

reduce the size of the Hamiltonian matrix. The grand orthogonality theorem and the 

matrix-element theorem34-36 (generalized Uns5ld theorem) guarantee that the Hamil

tonian matrix will be in block-diagonal form, with no mixing between states of 

different spin or spatial symmetry, when it is expanded in a symmetrized basis that has 

definite spin and transforms according to the (1,1) matrix elements of an irreducible 

representation of the symmetry group. Neither the additional pseudospin, nor the 

particle-hole parity symmetries (which produce a further reduction of the block sizes 

for the chiral Hubbard model), nor any of the parameter-dependent symmetries were 

utilized. Use was made of a symmetry-adapted computer algorithm21 that calculates 

the (1, 1) matrix elements37 of the irreducible representations, constructs projection 

operators from these matrix elements, and operates on maximum z -component of spin 

states (ms = S) to generate symmetrized basis functions of definite spin and spatial 

symmetry. The Hamiltonian blocks are determined exactly in this symmetrized basis 

(incorporating multiple-precision integer arithmeti~8 when necessary) and are checked 

for completeness within each subspace of definite spin and spatial symmetry. The 

resultant blocks are diagonalized by the so-called QL algorithm39 (which determines 

all of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors) when the blocks were smaller than 100 x 100 

and by Cullum and Willoughby's single-vector Lanczos routines40 (which determine 
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the lowest five eigenvalues and eigenvectors) for the larger blocks. Tables 4.9 and 

4.10 summarize the reduced block sizes for the ordinary Hubbard model and for the 

chiral Hubbard model. The application of group theory reduces the block sizes by a 

factor of 50 which, in turn, reduces the diagonalization time by five orders of magni

tude. 

IV .3 Results 

The spectrum of a generalized Hubbard Hamiltonian (4.2) is independen~·41 of 

the sign oft or ( for the half-filled band, so only the cases with t ~ 0 and t' ~ 0 were 

considered. In the strong-interaction limit (U-+ -), both the Hubbard model and the 

chiral Hubbard mOdel approach the same frustrated Heisenberg antiferromagnet10•17.42 

with exchange integrals J = 4t21U (nearest-neighbor) and J' = 4t'2!U (next-nearest

neighbor). Therefore, the ground-state phase diagrams for both models are expected to 

be identical to second order 0 (t 2!U) although at higher order they need not be the 

same. It is known9 that the ground state of the nearest-neighbor Hubbard model 

(t' = 0) is a spatially uniform spin-singlet that may be adiabatically continued from a 

spin-density wave insulator (U = o+) to a two-sublattice Neel antiferromagnet11 

(U-+ -) without level crossings. The eight-site frustrated Heisenberg model has been 

studied for all values of J and J' in Ref. 13. It undergoes a level crossing from a 

two-sublattice Neel AF to a four-sublattice Neel AF, with a threefold degeneracy at the 

level crossing as J' /J increases. 

There are four different ground-state correlation functions that were computed in 

order to determine the ground-state properties: The spin-spin correlation function (Li ); 

the z -component of spin-z -component of spin correlation function (Mi ); the number

number correlation function (Ni ); and the spin-triple-product correlation function 

(0 124 ). The correlation functions are defined by the following ground-state expecta

tion values: 
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(4.16a) 

(4.16b) 

(4.16c) 

(4.16d) 

where i denotes the distance between site-j and site-k and V; denotes the number of 

site-pairs separated by this distance. The correlation functions satisfy three sum rules: 

3 
l: V;L; = s (S+1) 
i=O 

3 
l: V;N; = N 2 = 64 
i=O 

(4.17) 

since the ground state has definite total-spin and definite electron number. Further

more, the spin correlation functions are related by 

L; = 3M; • for S = 0 (4.18) 

i.e., whenever the ground state is a spin-singlet. The sum rules (4.17) and the relation 

(4.18) hold for all the correlation functions that were calculated. The spin-triple

product correlation function is formed from three spins that lie on the vertices of a 

right triangle consisting of two nearest-neighbor pairs and one next-nearest-neighbor 

pair. This is the only (potentially) nonzero spin-triple-product correlation function for 

an eight-site cluster. 

The maximum hopping il!tegral T = max (t, () was chosen as the unit of energy 

and the hopping parameters were selected in the range 

OS 2( S1 
t+2( 

(4.19) 
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from pure nearest-neighbor hopping (t' = 0) to pure next-nearest-neighbor hopping 

(t = 0). The interaction strength was varied in the range 

0 S 4t+~ +US 1 (4.20) 

from the noninteracting regime (U = 0) to the strong-coupling limit (U = oo ). 

(i) Ordinary Hubbard Model. 

The one-electron band structure of the Hubbard model consists of four levels: r 1P 

(degeneracy d= 1; energy e = -4t -4t'); I.1P (d=4; e=O); X lp (d=2; e=4t'); 'and 

M lp (d= 1; e=4t -4t'). The ground state for the noninteracting (U = 0) half-filled 

band is formed by filling the r lp level and placing six electrons in the I.lp level for 

( < t or by filling the r lp and M lp levels and placing four electrons in the I.1P level 

for t' > t. In either case, the noninteracting half-filled band has a degenerate ground 

state and would require degenerate perturbation theory to determine the small-U 

ground state. 

The symmetry of the ground state is recorded by attaching the spin multiplicity 

(2S + 1) as a superscript to the symbol for the irreducible representation that transforms 

according to the many-body state (as given in Table 4.5). The ground-state sym

metries are plotted as a function of the relative hopping (4.19) along the vertical axis 

and of the interaction strength (4.20) along the horizontal-axis in the phase diagram of 

Figure 4.3. The spin-spin correlation functions (Li) and the number-number correla

tion functions (Ni) are recorded in Fig. 4.4 and Fig. 4.5 respectively, for three different 

values of (It. There are no discontinuities in the correlation functions when there are 

no level crossings in the ground state. Note that as U-+ oo the ground state contains 

one electron per site and the spins are oriented13 into a two-sublattice Neel AF 

(t' < t 12) or a four-sublattice Neel AF (t' > t /2). The spin-triple-product correlation 

function, 0 124, vanishes for all values of t, (, and U (since the ground states are 
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invariant under parity). 

Note that the presence of the cluster-permutation group symmetries cp2 and q,4 as 

ground states is a finite-size effect that re<;~uires particul~ states with wavevectors r 
and M, or M and X, to be "accidentally" degenerate. 

There are only two regimes where the ground state may be adiabatically contin

ued from U . = o+ to U ~ oo at fixed (It without any level crossings. At ( = 0 the 

ground state has 1r 1n symmetry and continuously changes9 froin a spin-density wave 

insulator (U = o+) to a two-sublattice Neel AF (U ~ oo). If ( > t, the ground state 

also has 1r ln symmetry and continuously changes from another spin-density wave 

insulator (U = o+) to a four-sublattice Nee! AF (U ~ oo). For any other value of (. 

0 < t' < t, there are level crossings as U increases from zero to infinity. 

There is a small region of phase space (t = ( = U) where the ground state is 

f e"imagnetic (symmetry 5Lm ). This region is very sensitive to the ratio of the hop

ping parameters (It but is stable for a wide range of the interaction strength, produc

ing the sliver in Fig. 4.3. The nonzero magnetic moment of this state arises from a· 

complicated interaction between spin and orbital angular momentum that becomes 

favorable when the two hopping parameters and the interaction strength are all of the 

same order of magnitude. This mechanism for producing ferrimagnetism in a half

filled band is different from Lieb' s mechanism, 43 since the hopping matrix makes the 

lattice not bipartite. It is similar in the sense that the magnetism is not saturated. To 

the authors' knowledge, this is the first observation of a nonzero magnetic moment in 

the square-lattice Hubbard model at half-filling. '• 

When ( = t 12 the square-lattice cluster becomes a face-centered-cubic-lattice 

cluster and the ground state has extra degeneracies. The thick-dashed line in Fig. 4.3 

corresponds to a ground state with symmetry 1q,2 e 1q,4 (d = 6) that separates the region 

where the ordering of the small U ground state changes. The chain-dashed line 

corresponds, for large-U, to the threefold degenerate state 1 r ln e 1r ln e 1 r 3n, and 
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shows that the ordinary Hubbard model ground state is threefold degenerate in the 

limit U -+ oo to all orders in I t I. 

A few cases of accidental degeneracies remain in the many-body spectrum.44 

Heilmann's numerical methods45 were used to search for parameter-independent hid

den symmetries that explain these accidental degeneracies but the problem was not 

completely resolved. 46 

(ii) Chiral Hubbard Model. 

The one-electron band structure for the chiral Hubbard model (see the Appendix) con

sists of four twofold degenerate levels: ro1 (energy e = -..f8 t); ~ (£ = ..J8 t); ro5 

(e = 4t'); and ro6 (e = -4t'). The noninteracting ground state (U =0) for the half

filled band is formed by completely filling the lowest two energy levels. It is nonde

generate with symmetry 1y2 (see Table 4.8) for all cases except t = 0 or t' = 0, where 

the ground state is degenerate. The large U ground state is known13•21 to have sym

metry 1y1 everywhere except at the point t' = t /2 where the (U-+ oo) ground state is 

threefold degenerate (1y1 e 1y1 e 1y2). Therefore, the chiral Hubbard model may satisfy 

the no-crossing rule only at three points: t = 0; t' = t 12; and t' = 0. 

The ground-state symmetries are plotted as a function of the relative hopping 

( 4.19) along the vertical axis and of the interaction strength ( 4.20) along the horizontal 

axis in the phase diagram of Fig. 4.6. The ground state is always a spin singlet 

(S = 0), a pseudospin singlet (1 = 0), and has even particle-hole parity (R = 1). The 

spin-spin correlation functions (Li ), the number-number correlation functions (Ni ), and 

the spin-triple-product correlation functions (0 124 ) are recorded in Fig. 4.7, Fig. 4.8, 

and Fig. 4.9 respectively, for representative values oft' It. As U-+ oo the ground state 

contains one electron per site and is oriented13 in a two-sublattice Nee! AF (t' < t /2) or 

a four-sublattice Neel AF (t' > t 12) as expected. The case with t' = t 12 (Fig. 4. 7) is not 

ordered as a Neel AF, but rather has intermediate-range AF order that may be inter

preted as the approximation to a spin-liquid1- 3 for a finite system. The spin-triple-
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product correlation function does not vanish for the chiral Hubbard model (at finite U) 

because of the ~xplicit breaking of time-reversal and parity symmetries in the Hamil

tonian (see Table 4.2). The sign of 0 124 changes at the level crossing between the 1y2 

(small U) and the 1y1 (large U) ground state and its magnitude approaches zero. 

It is interesting to note that, as U approaches infinity (at constant t and t') not 

only is 0 124 ~ 0 but, in addition, the derivative of 0 124 with respect to (1/U) also 

approaches zero (except for the case with ( = t 12). This feature could be understood 

in terms of a "triple-product" susceptibility if the following facts are taken into 

account: 

1) The derivative of 0 124 with respect to (1/U) is directly proportional to the expecta

tion value for the ground state for U -+ oo of 

(4.21) 

2) In the cluster examined here all eigenstates in the U ~ oo limit are independent13 of 

t and t'; 

3) The eigenstates of the Hamiltonian either for t = 0 or for ( = 0 are eigenstates of 

S1 · S2 X S4, with zero eigenvalue because Of the COnserved chiral symmetry; 

4) From 1), 2), and 3) it follows that the expectation value of (4.21) is zero, regardless 

of the values of t and (. Therefore the value of the derivative of 0 124 with respect to 

(1/U) as U ~ oo must be identically zero for these cases. 

It is important to emphasize that the property 2) above is probably a consequence 

of the finite cluster Hamiltonian, and in all probability does not survive for arbitrary 

Hamiltonians in the thermodynamic limit 

The specific value ( = t 12 is singular. The derivative mentioned above is zero if 

the limit U -+ oo is taken before ( -+ t /2; the slope is finite if the limits are taken in 

the opposite order (see Fig. 9). In the latter case condition 3) is violated (the ground 

•. 
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state of the Hamiltonian is not an eigenstate of sl . s2 X S4). 

There are three points where the ground state may be adiabatically continued (at 

fixed (It) from U = o+ to U ~ oo without any level crossings: at t = 0; at ( = t /2; and 

at ( = 0. The two cases when one of the hopping parameters vanishes produce the 

smooth crossover from a flux-phase spin-density-wave limit (U = o+) to a quantum 

N eel limit ( U ~ oo) as suggested47 by Hsu. The other case (( = t 12) indicates that the 

U = 0 ground state of a tight-binding model can be smoothly related to the ground 

state of a frustrated Heisenberg model with no intervening phase transition. 

On a 4 x 4 cluster, 13 the ground state of the frustrated Heisenberg model remains 

nondegenerate, although there is a sharp level repulsion in the vicinity of the transition 

between the two- to four-sublattice Neel states. There is as yet no evidence which 

points to .the existence of a "spin-liquid" phase in any finite system calculation. 

There are a few interesting results for the excited states in the chiral Hubbard 

model. The particle-hole parity operator is not an independent quantity, but rather 

satisfies R = ( -1 )5 +J for all cases tested. A few accidental degeneracies remain in the 

many-body spectrum: Fifteen cases arise from many-body eigenstates that are simul

taneous eigenvectors48 of the kinetic energy and potential energy operators of ( 4.2); 

and eight levels of 1y3 (J = 0) symmetry are degenerate with eight levels of 1y4 (J = 0) 

symmetry. Heilmann's method45 is used to show that the latter degeneracies do not... 

correspond to any parameter-independent symmetries, so they probably arise from the 

dynamical effect49 discussed in Ref. 33. 

IV.4 Conclusions 

Exact solutions of the Hubbard model on an eight-site square lattice cluster with 

nearest- and next-nearest-neighbor hopping t and ( have been presented for two 

different flux distributions. In the first case (the "ordinary" Hubbard model), the flux 

through any closed loop vanishes, and all link phases <Pij can be set to zero. In the 
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second case (the "chiral" Hubbard model), the link phases are selected so that the flux 

through every elementary triangle is 7t/2. The ground and low-lying states of an eight 

site cluster with PBC are exactly solved for both the ordinary Hubbard model (Fig. 

4.1) with nearest- and next-nearest-neighbor hopping and the chiral Hubbard model 

(Fig. 4.2) with nearest- and next-nearest-neighbor hopping in the presence of a "mag

netic field" which couples only to orbital motion and whose strength corresponds to 

one-half flux quantum per plaquette. These exact solutions are made possible by using 

the cluster-symmetry group of the models and spin-rotation symmetry. In the case of 

the ordinary Hubbard model, the cluster-symmetry group includes the space group and 

extra site-permutation operators (which are a finite-size effect of the eight-site square

lattice cluster). In the case of the chiral. Hubbard model, the complete cluster

symmetry group is composed of combinations of gauge transformations and space-

. group operations. 

The phase diagram of the half-filled ordinary Hubbard model (with zero flux 

through every closed path) is shown in Fig. 4.3. For small or large (It, the ground 

state of the system is seen to vary smoothly from the U = o+ spin-density-wave limit to 

the large-U quantum Neellimit, as discussed9 by Schrieffer, Wen, and Zhang. When 

both hopping parameters are comparable, however, we find several level crossings 

between the small and large-U limits, and a complicated set of ground-state phases at 

small and intermediate U. These intermediate-U phases include a peculiar state which 

has a nonzero (but unsaturated) magnetic moment, and contradicts the folklore that the 

ground state of a half-filled Hubbard model is spin quenched. It is found that for 

0 < ( < t there is no path from U = o+ to large U along which the ground state 

changes continuously. Thus when both nearest- and next-nearest-neighbor hopping 

contribute appreciably to the kinetic energy, one cannot apply a simple weak-coupling 

theory to extract the physics of the corresponding large-U frustrated Heisenberg spin 

system. According to Fig. 4.3, the best path from weak coupling to to the frustrated 
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Heisenberg model either starts with ( = 0, proceeds to large-U, and then turns on a 

finite (, or starts with ( > t, proceeds to large-U, and then decreases t' to values 

( <t. 

The phase diagram of the half-filled chiral Hubbard model with a flux of 1t/2 per 

triangle is displayed in Fig. 4.6. When t or ( vanish, there is a smooth transit from 

the flux-phase spin-density-wave limit to the quantum Neel limit, as suggested47 by 

Hsu. When t and t' are comparable, however, the phase diagram acquires a pleasing 

simplicity when compared with that of the ordinary Hubbard model shown in Fig. 4.3. 

A single phase at t' = t 12 stretches from the U = 0 axis all the way to U = oo, where it 

pinches off to a single point at the transition between the two-sublattice and the four

sublattice Neel states. In accord with several other calculations, no evidence was 

found for an intermediate spin-liquid phase (except for a single point) in the spin-1/2 

Heisenberg model with nearest- and next-nearest-neighbor antiferromagnetic couplings 

on the relatively small eight-site cluster. The results do suggest, however, that the 

ground state of a U = 0 tight-binding model (at one value of (It) may be smoothly 

related to the ground state of a frustrated Heisenberg model without an intervening 

phase transition. It is plausible that exact-diagonalization studies of Heisenberg 

models on larger clusters would indicate whether this region of analytic continuation 

becomes finite or disappears entirely by comparing the symmetries of (candidate) 

U =0 tight-binding ground states to the corresponding frustrated Heisenberg-model 

ground state. 

IV .S Appendix: Full Gauge-Space Group 

The uniform gauge transformation E (Eq. 4.11) is a unitary operator 

that corresponds to multiplication of a many-body wavefunction by the overall phase 

factor exp[i7t(Nr+N J.)] which yields 1 [-1] for an even [odd] number of electrons. 

The element E also commutes with every element of the gauge-space group in Table 
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4. 7. The uniform gauge transformation, therefore, has an identical relationship to the 

gauge-space group (when one considers representations with an even or odd number of 

electrons) as a rotation by 21t has to ordinary space groups (when one considers 

representations with integral or half-integral spin50). 

The introduction of the uniform gauge transformation as an independent group 

element produces a double ··group, called the full gauge-space group, that has 64 ele

ments. Six different gauge transformations 

(4.22) 

are required for closure. There are 19 classes in the double group and three of those 

classes include barred and unbarred elements (a barred element corresponds to an 

unbarred element multiplied by {E I 0}). The group elements and class structure are 

summarized in Table 4.11. It must be reiterated that the double-group structure of the 

full gauge-space group is not related to the total spin of the electrons, but rather it 

arises from the transformation properties of the chiral Hubbard model under gauge 

transformations. 

Since some of the classes of the full gauge-space group include both. barred and 

unbarred elements, all of the "double-valued" representations are at least twofold 

degenerate, which is analogous to Kramers degeneracy. The eleven "single-valued" 

representations of the full gauge-space group (which correspond to representations with 

an even number of electrons) can be found in Table 4.8. Table 4.12 records the eight 

"double-valued" representations (which correspond to representations with an odd 

number of electrons) for the full gauge-space group including the compatibility rela

tions with the real space group (Table 4.6) in the last column. 

There is no Brillouin zone or even a gauge-Brillouin zone for the "double-valued" 

representations because the gauge-translation subgroup (composed of all elements with 
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a point-group operation E or E) forms a nonabelian invariant subgroup of the full 

gauge-space group: there is no Bloch's theorem. 

The one-electron band structure of the chiral Hubbard model is easily determined. 

There are four twofold degenerate levels of symmetries ro1 (energy £ = - ..f8 t ), 

~ (e = ..f8t), ro5 (e = 4t'), and ro6 (e = -4t'). The noninteracting ground state for 

the half-filled band consists of the filled shells of the ro1 and ro6 levels, has symmetry 

1y2, and is nondegenerate (whenever t and t' are both nonzero). 

The fact that all representations corresponding to an odd number of electrons are 

twofold degenerate implies that a symmetry-lowering distortion of the phases in (4.2), 

as has been recently proposed10 for the spinons and holons, would be energetically 

more favorable than the "uniform" choice of the chiral Hubbard model. 
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IV.7 Tables for Chapter IV 

Table 4.1. Renormalized hopping matrix elements tiifor (i < j) in the ordinary Hub

bard model. The eight cluster sites are illustrated in Fig. 4.1. All diagonal matrix ele

ments tii are zero and the matrix elements tii with i > j are determined by hermiticity 

(tii = ri:). 

parameter indices (i j) 

-t (12) (14) (16) (18) 

(23) (25) (27) (34) 

(36) (38) (45) (47) 

(56) (58) (67) (78) 

-2t' (13) (17) (24) (28) 

(35) (46) (57) (68) 

0 (15) (26) (37) (48) 
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Table 4.2. Renormalized hopping matrix elements tij for (i < j) in the chiral Hubbard 

model. The eight cluster sites are illustrated in Fig. 4.2. All diagonal matrix elements 

tu are zero and the matrix elements t;j with i > j are determined by hermiticity 

(t·· = t~) IJ Jl ' 

paramet~r indices (i j) 

-t (12) (14) (16) (18) 

(23) (25) (27) (36) 

(45) (56) (58) (67) 

t (34) (38) (47) (78) 

-2i( (17) (28) 

2i( (13) (24) (35) (46) 

(57) (68) 

0 (15) (26) (37) (48) 
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Table 4.3. Character table for the space group of the eight-site square-lattice cluster 

(ordinary Hubbard model). The symbol E is the identity, C:' is the rotation by 21tmln 

about the z -axis, a denotes the mirror planes perpendicular to the x- and y -axes and 

(J' denotes the mirror planes perpendicular to the diagonals x ± y . The translations are 

denoted by 0 (no translation), 't (nearest-neighbor translation), e (next-nearest

neighbor), and n (third-nearest-neighbor). The subscripts II and 1 refer to translations 

parallel to or perpendicular to the normals of the mirror planes. 

8 2 4 4 4 8 4 4 4 8 2 2 4 '4 I 

£ c4 c] a a' £ c4 c] a a a' £ c] a a' £ 

0 oen on on oe
1 

t t t 'til tl t e e e e
11
n n 

rl 
r2 I -I -1 -I ~1 -1 -1 -1 

r3 -I 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 I -1 -1 1 

r4 l -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -I 1 1 

rs 2 0 -2 0 0 2 0 -2 0 0 0 2 -2 0 0 2 

Ml -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 

M2 -1 -1 -1 -1 ·1 1 1 -1 -1 

MJ 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 

M4 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 

Ms 2 0 -2 0 0 -2 0 2 0 0 0 2 -2 0 0 2 

XI 2 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -2 -2 -2 0 2 
x2 2 0 2 -2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -2 -2 2 0 2 
x3 2 0 -2 0 0 0 0 0 -2 2 0 -2 2 0 0 2 

x4 2 0 -2 0 0 0 0 0 2 -2 0 -2 2 0 0 2 

l:l 4 0 () () 2 () 0 0 ·o 0 0 0 0 0 -2 -4 

~ 4 0 0 0 -2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 -4 
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Table 4.4. Class structure and group elements of the 128 element cluster-permutation 

group of the ordinary Hubbard model. The element P corresponds to the transposition 

of site-1 and site-5. The notation is identical to that of Table 4.3. 

class group elements size of class 

1 {E 10} 1 

2 {C4I0,8,.Q} 8 

3 {C}IO,.Q} 2 

4 {a I 0, .Q} 4 

5 {a'IO, 9
1

} 4 

6 {E It}, {alt1} 8 

7 {C 4 1t}, {a' It} 16 

8 {C}It}, {a I til} .8 

9 {E 19}, {C}19} 4 

10 {al9} 4 

11 {a'I9
11

,.Q} 4 

12 {E I.Q} 1 

13 P {E 10}, P {C}I.Cl}, P{ai.Q} 4 

14 P {C410}, p {a'l911} 4 

15 P{C}IO}, P {aiO}, P{EI.Q} 4 

16 P {a' I 0, .Q}, P{C419} 8 

17 P{Eit}, P {C}It}, p {alt} 16 

18 P{C4It}, p {a' It} 16 

19 P{E19}, P{C}19}, P{al9} 8 

20 P {C41.Cl}, P{a'l9
1

} 4 
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Table 4.5. Character table of the 128 element cluster-permutation group for the ordi

nary Hubbard model. The class structure and group elements are given in Table 4.4. 

The classes are labeled by their number to save space in the table below. The last 

column gives the compatibility relations with the irreducible representations of the real 

space group (Table 4.3). The subscripts p • z , and n denote representations that have a 

positive character, zero character, or negative character. respectively, for the element 

P {E 10}. The symbol <j) is used to denote representations that mix different wavevec

tors. 
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Table 4.6. Character table for the space group of the eight-site rectangular-lattice clus

ter (chiral Hubbard model). The notation for the space group operations is the same as 

in Table 4.3. 

1 2 2 2 1 

E C2 E C2 E 

o on 1: 1: n 

rl 1 1 1 1 1 

r2 1 -1 1 -1 1 

xl 1 1 -1 -1 1 

x2 1 -1 -1 1 1 

:El 2 0 0 0 -2 
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Table 4. 7. Class structure and group elements of the 32 element gauge-space group of 

the chiral Hubbard model (for an even number of electrons). The gauge factors Xi are 

recorded in ( 4.12). The group elements without any gauge factors form a subgroup 

corresponding to the space group of Table 4.6. 

class group elements size of class 

1 {E 10} 1 

2 {C}IO,O} 2 

3 xdC4IO,n}, X2 { C 4l83, 87} 4 

4 XdC]IO,O} , X2 { C ]193, 87} 4 

5 {EI~,'t6 }, X3 {E I 't4, 'tg} 4 

6 { c ]I 't2, 't6} ' X3 { C ]I 't4, 'tg} 4 

7 X2 { C 4 I 't2, 't6} • xd c 41 't4, 'tsl 4 

8 X2£ C ]I 't2, 't6}., xd c ]I 't4, 'ts J 4 

9 X3{E 193,97} 2 

10 X3 { C }193, 97} 2 

11 {E 10} 1 
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Table 4.8. Character table of the 32 element gauge-space group for the even-electron

number sector of the chiral Hubbard model. The class structure and group elements 

are given in Table 4.7. The gauge factors have been suppressed to save space in the 

table below. The last column gives the compatibility relations with the irreducible 

representations of the real space group (Table 4.6). 

1 2 4 4 4 4 4 4 2 2 1 

E c; c4 c] E c; c4 C] E c; E 

0 on oen oen t t t t e e n 

Y! 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 rl 

Y2 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 rl 

Y3 -1 i -i 1 -1 i -i 1 -1 1 r2 

y~ 1 -1 -i 1 -1 -i 1 -1 r2 

ml 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 . xl 
m2 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 1 xl 
m3 1 -1 i -i -1 1 -i 1 -1 1 x2 
m4 1 -1 -i -1 1 -i 1 -1 1 x2 

xl 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 -2 -2 2 r 1ex1 
x2 2 -2 0 0 0 0 0 0 -2 ") 2 r 2ex2 "" 

(11 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -4 1:1 erl 
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Table 4.9. Reduced Hamiltonian block sizes for the ordinary Hubbard model. The 

largest block size is 31:1P (78 x 78). The numbers highlighted in bold indicate blocks 

that are further reducible by a hidden parameter-independent symmetry.44-46 

0: 0 N N N N 
~ r<'\ r- ~ 

~ 0 0 ..,. ..,. 
~ r-

0: 0 \0 N N \C 
1-f ~ r- ..,. 

... 0 0 0 ao ao 
1-f - r- \0 

.;. 0 "' "' N r- "' 

.& 0 "' r-
N r- ..,. 

.!:1 0 N N r-
>< - ~ N 

,!:1 0 0 0\ r<'\ 0 
>< 

..,. N 

.5 0 "' = = Cl'l 

>< N .., -
~ 0 0 "' ao 

>< r<'\ ..,. 

N 0 ..,. ~ "' ~ - ~ r<'\ 

~ 0 0 r- 0 
r<'\ N 

0: 
0 0\ 0\ 0\ .., 

~ -
~ 0 0 - 0\ ao 
~ 

.5 0 .., - - = 
~ - N -
~ 0 0 0 \0 0 
~ r<'\ 

0: 0 N \0 r<'\ 

to:' - -
~ 

t.. 
0 0 N ao N 

N 

0: r<'\ .., ao \C t: -- -
... 0 0 "' \0 t: r<'\ 

c ·a. ~ r<'\ N 0 

"' 
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Table 4.10. Reduced Hamiltonian block sizes for the chiral Hubbard model. Note that 

the complex representation pairs (y3, y4 ) and (m 3, m 4 ) have not been separated. 37 The 

largest block size is 3a 1 (296 x 296). 

spin 'Yl 'Y2 'Y3 and 'Y4 ml m2 m 3 and m 4 xl x2, (Jl 

4 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3 3 2 2 4 2 2 6 2 8 

2 26 28 42 22 24 50 42 46 88 

1 70 68 150 74 72 142 150 146 296 

0 72 70 94 60 62 110 114 102 216 
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Table 4.11. Class structure and group elements of the 64 element full gauge-space 

group of the chiral Hubbard model. The gauge factors Xi are recorded in (4.22). The 

barred elements correspond to the unbarred elements multiplied by {E I 0}. Classes 5, 

6, and 9 include both barred and unbarred elements. 

class group elements size of class 

{£ 10} 

2 {C }10,0} 2 

3 xdC4IOl. X2{C4I83} • ;c5{C4197} • X6{C 4l 0} 4 

.... ;cJ{C]IO} , Xs(C]I 83} • X2(C]19,} • X6(C]IO} 4 

5 {E,Eit2,t6}. X3(£ ,£ lt4, tg} 8 

6 2 -2 ( C 4 , C 4 I 't2, 't6} • 2 -2 ·x3{C4 ,C4It4,tsl 8 

7 X2( C 4l t2, t6} • xd c 4l t4, tsl 4 

8 ;c2 { C ]I t 2, t 6 l . · XJIC]It4,tsl 4 

9 X3{£,£193,97} 4 

10 ;c4{C} I 83} • ;c3{C }197} 2 

11 (£ 10} 

1:2 {EIO} 1 

13 (C}IO,O} 2 

14 xdC4IOl • ;c2(C4193}. ;c5(C419,} , ;c6(C4 10} 4 

15 xtfC]IO}, Xs{C]193} • ;c2(C]19,}. ;c6{C] 10} 4 

16 X2(C4It2,t6l. xd c41 t4, tsl 4 

17 X2 ( C ]I t2, t6} • 
3 . 

xdC4It4,tsl 4 

18 X4(C]193}. X3(C]Ie, l 
., 

19 (EIO} 
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Table 4.12. Character table of the 64 element full gauge-space group for the chiral 

Hubbard model. The class structure and group elements are given in Table 4.11. The 

eleven "single-valued" representations are recorded in Table 4.8. Only the eight 

"double-valued" representations are recorded here. The gauge factors have been 

suppressed to save space in the table below. The last column gives the compatibility 

relations with the irreducible representations of the real space group (Table 4.6). The 

symbol ex = ( 1 + i )lfi is used to denote the square root of i . 
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IV.S Figures for Chapter IV 

Figure 4.1. Eight-site square-lattice cluster with periodic boundary conditions for the 

ordinary Hubbard model in (a) real and (b) reciprocal space. The nearest-neighbor 

hopping is indicated in (a) by thick solid lines, the next-nearest-neighbor hopping by 

thin dashed lines (see Table 4.1), and the primitive unit cell is highlighted in gray. 

Note that the four next-nearest neighbors of site 1 are two each of the sites 3 and 7. 

The four symmetry stars in (b) are r = (0, 0); M = (1,1) 1t/a; X = (1, 0) 1t/a; and 

}; = (1, 1) 7tl2a. 
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Figure 4.2. Eight-site cluster with periodic boundary conditions for the chiral Hubbard 

model in (a) real and (b) reciprocal space. The nearest-neighbor hopping is indicated 

in (a) by thick solid lines (-t) and thick dotted lines (+t), and the next-nearest

neighbor hopping by thin dashed lines in the direction of the arrow (+it) and in the 

opposite direction of the arrow (-it) [see Table 4.2]. The gauge is chosen so that each 

elementary triangle contains a flux of 7t/2, the nearest-neighbor hopping elements are 

real, and the next-nearest-neighbor hopping elements are imaginary. The rectangular 

primitive unit cell is highlighted in gray. The four wavevectors of the real space 

group are indicated by white dots in (b) and correspond to r = (0, 0); X = (1, 0) 1tla; 

and I. = (1, 1) 7t/2a, ( -1, 1) 7t/2a . The Brillouin zone for the chiral Hubbard model in 

the chosen gauge is highlighted in gray. The black dots in (b) correspond to the four 

additional gauge-wavevectors of the enlarged gauge-Brillouin zone for the gauge-space 

group of l}le chiral Hubbard model [see the description in (vii) of Section IV.2]. 
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Figure 4.3. Ground-state phase diagram for the ordinary Hubbard model at half filling 

(N =M =8). The vertical axis records the relative hopping [Eq. (4.19)] and the hor

izontal axis records the interaction strength [Eq. (4.20)]. The labels denote the 

ground-state symmetry for each corresponding phase as given in Table 4.5. The 

ground state is degenerate at ( = t/2: the dashed line (at small U) corresponds to the 

ground state 1ch e 1cp4 and the solid line (at large U) corresponds to the ground state 

. 1 r 1n e 1 r 1n e 1 r 3n. Note that the phase 5~ is a I e"imagnetic ground state and the 

regions where adiabatic continuation is possible are ( = 0 and ( > t . 
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Figure 4.4. Spin-spin correlation functions L; [Eq. (4.16a)] for three different values 

of t' It in the ordinary Hubbard model. The value of the correlation function lies on 

the vertical axis and the interaction strength [Eq. (4.20)] lies on the horizontal axis. 

The labels 0 (on-site), 1 (nearest neighbor), 2 (next-nearest neighbor), and 3 (third-

nearest neighbor) denote the subscript i. Discontinuities in the spin-spin correlation 

functions occur only at the level crossings (see Fig. 4.3). At large U the ground state 

is ordered as a two-sublattice Neel antiferromagnet (t < t /2) or a four-sublattice Neel 

antiferromagnet (t' > t /2). Note that the case with t' = 0.95 t includes the correlation 

functions for the magnetic phase at moderate values of U. 
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Figure 4.5. Number-number correlation functions N; [Eq. (4.16c)] for three different 

values of t' It in the ordinary Hubbard model. The vertical axis is the interaction 

strength [Eq. (4.20)] and the labels denote the subscript i. Note that N; ~ 1 when 
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Figure 4.6. Ground-state phase diagram for the chiral Hubbard model at half-filling 

(N =M =8). The vertical axis records the relative hopping [Eq. (4.19)] and the hor

izontal axis records the interaction strength [Eq. (4.20)]. The labels denote the ground

state symmetry for each corresponding phase as given in Table 4.8. All ground states 

are spin singlets (S = 0), pseudospin singlets (J = 0), and have even particle-hole parity 

(R = 1). Adiabatic continuation is possible at three points: ( = 0; ( = t/2; and t = 0. 
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Figure 4.7. Spin-spin correlation functions L; [Eq. (4.16a)] for three different values 

of (It in the chiral Hubbard model. The point ( = 0.3 t is representative of the case 

t' < t 12 and the point ( = 0.8 t is representative of the case t' > t /2. The vertical axis 

plots the interaction strength [Eq. (4.20)] and the labels in the figures denote the sub

script i. At large U the ground state is ordered as a two-sublattice Neel antiferromag

net (t < t /2) or a four-sublattice Neel antiferromagnet (( > t /2). The point ( = t /2 is 

special and has intermediate-range antiferromagnetic order as U ~ oo. This may be a 

representative of a spin-liquid state for a finite system. 
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Figure 4.8. Number-number correlation functions Ni [Eq. (4.16c)] for ( = 0.3 t in the 

chiral Hubbard model. The other cases all have similar number-number correlation 

functions. 
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Figure 4.9. Spin-triple-product correlation function 0 124 [Eq. (4.16d)] for two values 

of t' It in the chiral Hubbard model. The point t' = 0.3 t is representative of the gen

eral case where the sign of 0 124 changes and the magnitude decreases by a factor of 

ten at the level crossing between the 1y2 (small U) and the 1y1 (large U) ground state. 

Note that at the special point t' = t 12 (where there is no level crossing) 0 124 

approaches zero with a finite slope as U ~ oo. 
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Chapter V: Enlarged Symmetry Groups of Finite-Size Clusters with Periodic 

Boundary Conditions 

V.l Introduction 

The fundamental approximation for studying bulk properties of solid-state systems 

is the periodic crystal approximation.1 It has been used quite successfully in band

structure calculations,2 Monte-Carlo simulations,3 and the small-cluster approach to 

the many-body problem. 4 In the periodic crystal approximation an M -site crystal is 

modeled by a lattice of M sites5 with periodic boundary conditions (PBC). Bloch's 

theorem6 then labels the quantum-mechanical wavefunctions by one of M wavevectors 

in the Brillouin zone. In principle, a macroscopic crystal is studied by taking the ther

modynamic limit (M -+ oo ), which replaces the finite grid in reciprocal space by a con

tinuum within the Brillouin zone. In practice, the number of lattice sites is chosen to 

be as large as possible (M =finite), and the solution of the quantum-mechanical prob

lem corresponds to a finite sampling in reciprocal space. 

In the thermodynamic limit the complete symmetry group of the lattice is the 

space group, which is composed of all translations, rotations, and reflections that 

(rigidly) map the lattice onto itself and preserve its neighbor structure. In the case of a 

finite cluster, the complete symmetry group is a subgroup of SM, the permutation 

group of M elements, and is called the cluster-permutati0n group. The cluster

permutation group can be a proper subgroup of the space group (i.e., it has fewer ele

ments than the space group), contain operations that are not elements of the space 

group, or be identical to the space group. These three regimes are called, respectively, 

the self-contained-cluster regime, the high-symmetry regime, and the lattice regime. 

Note that the space group need not be a subgroup of the cluster-permutation group in 

the high-symmetry regime (although it usually is). 
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A self-contained cluster is a cluster that does not add any new connections 

between lattice sites when PBC are imposed, but merely renormalizes parameters in . 

the Hamiltonian. In this case, the cluster-permutation group is identical to the sym

metry group of the same cluster with box boundary conditions. This symmetry group 

is, in turn, a point group (not necessarily the full point group of the lattice) with its 

origin at some point which can be called the center of the cluster; it is a proper sub

group of the space group. This phenomenon was first observed in the four-site square 

and tetrahedral clusters7 and in the eight-site simple-cubic cluster.8 The regime where 

the cluster-permutation group is a subgroup of the space group is called the self

contained-cluster regime since every known example occurs in self-contained clusters. 

The four-site square-lattice cluster is an example of a self-contained cluster. The 

lattice sites of the isolated cluster lie on the corners of a square and are numbered 

from one to four in a clockwise direction (see Fig. 5.1a). Wh~n PBC are imposed 

(see Table 5.I) the four first-nearest-neighbors (INN) of site-1 are two each of the 

sites 2 and 4 and the four second-nearest neighbors (2NN) are four each of site-3. 

Therefore, INN interactions must be renormalized by a factor of two and 2NN interac

tions by a factor of four. Note that the imposition of PBC does not add any new con

nections to the lattice. The cluster-permutation group is isomorphic to the point group 

C 4v with an origin at the center of the square, the latter is a proper subgroup (order 8) 

of the space group (order 32). 

The neighbor structure of a finite cluster is only defined out to the full extent of 

the cluster; i.e., the neighbor structure includes the minimal set of neighbor shells that 

exhaust all of the sites of the cluster. The neighbor structure for the four-site square

lattice cluster is recorded in Table 5.1. This information is, in fact, overcomplete since 

the entire lattice can be defined by the INN structure alone. Such a lattice is called a 

INN-determined lattice and all known examples of self-contained clusters are INN

determined lattices. 
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There are two ways to generate symmetry operations that are not elements of the 

space group yielding the high-symmetry regime. The first possibility is that the lattice 

is not a INN-determined lattice. In this case, there are always additional permutation 

operations that (nonrigidly) map the lattice onto itself and preserve the entire neighbor 

structure of the lattice.9 The size of the cluster-permutation group can be very large in 

this case. The second possibility occurs in a INN-determined lattice but the extra sym

metry operations preserve only the INN structure of the lattice.10 A necessary (but 

not sufficient) condition for this phenomenon is given in the Appendix. 

When the size of the cluster is large enough, the system enters the lattice regime 

with the cluster-permutation group identical to the space group. This always occurs 

because a large enough cluster is INN-determined and does not satisfy the necessary 

condition for extra symmetry operations given in the Appendix. 

This contribution examines- the implications of these extra symmetry operations to 

the quantum-mechanical solutions of Hamiltonians defined on small clusters. In the 

next section the transition from a self-contained system to an infinite lattice is studied 

for a class of cubic (and square) clusters and the consequences of the enlarged sym

metry groups are outlined. Section V.3 follows this transition in detail for a square

lattice system. Section V.4 studies the eight-site clusters for the simple, body-centered, 

and face-centered cubic lattices and the square lattice. The group theory is applied to 

the many-body solutions of a model of strongly correlated electrons (the t-t' -1 

model). The final section contains a summary of the results and a conclusion. 

V.2 Group Theory for Cubic Clusters 

The transition from a self-contained cluster to a lattice is illustrated for the sim-

plest set of simple (sc ), body-centered (bee), and face-centered (fcc) cubic-lattice 

clusters and the square-lattice (sq) cluster: the set whose number of sites is a power 

of two (M = 2i ). Note that a subset of clusters (those with sizes that correspond to j 
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being a multiple of the spatial dimension of the lattice) are easily formed by repeatedly 

doubling the unit cell. For example, doubling the unit cell increases the Cluster size by 

a factor of eight [four] for the cubic [square] systems. 

The clusters for general j are constructed as follows. A sc lattice is composed of 

two interpenetrating fcc sublattices or four interpenetrating bee sublattices. Similarly, 

a bee [fcc] lattice is composed of two [four] interpenetrating sc sublattices. A small 

cluster with PBC is constructed by decomposing an infinite lattice into M inter

penetrating sublattices (using the above decompositions) and assigning a different 

equivalence class (site number) to each of the M sublattices. For example, an eight

site fcc -lattice cluster is constucted from four sc sublattices with each sc sublattice 

represented by two fcc sub lattices (see Fig. 3.3 of Chapter ill). If each sc sub lattice 

is represented by four bee sublattices a sixteen-site fcc -lattice cluster is formed, and 

so on. The sq-lattice clusters (see Fig. 5.1) are constructed from ..fM" x ..fM" tilings of 

the plane that are aligned with [rotated by 45° with respect to] the underlying square 

lattice for even [odd] j. In this fashion, every cluster whose number of sites is a 

power of two can be constructed except for the two-site fcc -lattice cluster. 

Tables 5.2 and 5.3 summarize the results for the order of the cluster-permutation 

groups of the sc, bee, fcc, and sq lattice clusters as a function of cluster size. Table 

5.2 corresponds to arbitrary Hamiltonians; Table 5.3 to Hamiltonians with INN 

interactions only. The self-contained-cluster regime corresponds toMS 8 [M S 4] for 

the sc lattice [otherwise]. The high-symmetry regime is present at intermediate values 

of M: for example, when the Hamiltonian contains only INN interactions, the high

symmetry regime appears at 16 S M S 64 for the sc lattice; 8 S M S 32 for the bee 

lattice; and 8 S M S 16 for the fcc and sq lattices (see Table 5.3). The lattice regime 

is entered for larger cluster sizes. The cluster-permutation group (in the high

symmetry regime) has been studied previously for sq-lattice clusters.11- 13 
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A size range always exists where the lattice is not a INN-determined lattice. In 

this case the order of the cluster-permutation group can be huge. For example, the 

sixteen-site fee lattice is composed of four interpenetrating se sub lattices with each se 

lattice composed of four sites (four interpenetrating bee sublattices). The lNN of any 

site are the twelve sites that comprise the other three se sublattices. The second

nearest neighbors (2NN) are the three remaining sites of the original se sublattice 

(each counted twice). Therefore, any permutation of the four elements within a se 

sublattice or any permutation of the four se sublattices will commute with the Hamil

tonian. The order of the cluster-permutation group is then (4!)5 = 7,962,624. 

There are many implications that result from a cluster-permutation group that is 

not identical to the space group. In the self-contained-cluster regime, the cluster

permutation group is a subgroup of the space group, because some space-group opera

tions are redundant (identical to the identity operation). Put in other words, a 

homomorphism exists between the space group and the cluster-permutation group with 

a nontrivial kernel composed of the redundant operations. This implies that only a 

subset of the irreducible representations of the space group (those that represent the 

redundant operations by the unit matrix) are accessible to the solutions of the Hamil

tonian. This process of rigorously eliminating irreducible representations as acceptable 

representations is well known. It occtirs, for example, in systems that possess inver

sion symmetry: if the basis functions are inversion symmetric, then the system sus

tains only representations that are even under inversion. 

In the high-symmetry regime, the cluster-permutation group· G contains opera

tions that are not elements of the space group. The set H of elements of the cluster

permutation group G that are elements of the space group forms a subgroup of the 

cluster-permutation group that_ usually is equal to the space group. The group of 

translations forms an abelian invariant subgroup of H so that Bloch's theorem6 holds. 

The irreducible representations of H are all irreducible representations of the space 
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group. When the full cluster-permutation group G is considered, the class structure of 

H is expanded and modified, in general, with classes of H combining together, and/or 

elements of G outside of H uniting with elements in a class of H, to form the new 

class structure of the cluster-permutation group G. The classes that contain the set of 

translations typically contain elements that are not translations, so that the translation 

subgroup is no longer an invariant subgroup and representations of the cluster

permutation group cannot be constructed in the standard way.14 Furthermore, every 

irreducible representation of H that has nonuniform characters for the set of classes of 

H that have combined to form one class of G must combine with other irreducible 

representations to form a higher-dimensional irreducible representation of the cluster

permutation group. This phenomenon can be interpreted as a esticking together 9f 

irreducible representations of the space group arising from the extra (hidden) symmetry 

of the cluster. 

There are further implications for short-ranged interactions. In the cases when the 

Hamiltonian has extra symmetry for INN-only interactions, the energy spectrum has 

levels that stick together in the absence of longer-ranged interactions and split as these 

interactions are turned on. However, the solutions will be nearly degenerate if the 

longer-ranged interactions are "weak" in relation to the INN interactions. 

V.3 Example: The Square Lattice 

The transition from. the self-contained-cluster regime, through the high-symmetry 

regime, to the lattice regime is illustrated for the sq lattice. The four-site sq -lattice 

cluster (Fig. 5.Ia) is a self-contained cluster. The space group is of order 32 and is 

composed of I4 classes. The Brillouin zone15 is sampled at three symmetry stars: r 
(d=l); M (d=l); and X (d=2). The origin of the space group is chosen to be site-1. 

One finds that the twofold rotation { C 1 I 0}, and the reflections about the x- and y ~ 

axes { CJ.x I 0}, { CJY I 0} are all redundarrt operations; i.e. , they are identical to the 
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identity operation { E I 0}, because the four-site cluster is self-contained. This implies 

that only irreducible representations of the space group that represent the twofold rota

tion and the reflections about the x- and y -axes by the unit matrix are acceptable 

representations. 

The character table of the full space group (with the acceptable representations 

highlighted in· bold) is recorded in Table 5.4. The cluster-permutation group, with all 

repeated operations eliminated, is isomorphic to the point group C 4v · with its origin at 

the center of the square. Table 5.5 shows the mapping between the space-group nota

tion and the point-group notation for the group elements. The acceptable space-group 

representations can now be identified with the more traditional point group representa

tions: r 1 ~ A 1 ; r 3 ~ A 2 ; M 1 ~ B 1 ; M 3 ~ B 2 ; and X 1 ~ E. 

The eight-site sq-lattice cluster (Fig. S.lb) is in the high-symmetry regime. The 

subgroup H of the cluster-permutation group G is the full space group, containing 64 

elements distributed among 16 classes. The Brillouin zone15 is sampled at four sym

metry stars: r (d=I); M (d=I); X (d=2); and l: (d=4). The character table of H may 

be found in Table 3.I6 of Chapter ill. 

The eight-site sq -lattice cluster is not a INN-determined lattice: if site-3 is 

placed arbitrarily on the lattice and its lNNs (sites 2, 4, 6, and 8) are added, there are 

two inequivalent possibilities for the placement of the 2NN pair (sites I and 5). The 

permutation operator P that interchanges site- I with site-S will map the lattice (nonri

gidly) onto itself, preserving the entire neighbor structure of the lattice. The cluster-

permutation group G is then generated from the space group H by closure. The ~ 

existence of this nontrivial permutation operator is a finite-size effect of the eight-site 

cluster with PBC since it occurs because the lattice is not a INN-determined lattice. 

The clust~r-permutation group is composed of I28 elements divided into twenty 

classes and recorded in Table 5.6. Note that the presence of the permutation operator 

P forces physically different space-group operations (such as the translations, rotations 
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and reflections) to be sometimes in the same class. In fact, four pairs of classes of H 

combine to form single classes of G (see Table 5.6): {E I 't} and { CJ I 't
1 

}; { C 4 I 't} 

and {ci I 't}; {Cjl 't} and {a I 't
11 

}; and {E I 9} and {Cjl 9}. The translation sub

group is no longer an invariant subgroup and eight irreducible representations of H 

(r 2, r 4, r 5• M 2• M 4, M 5• X 3• and X 4) must combine to form higher-dimensional 

representations of G. The character table is reproduced in Table 5.7 and includes the 

compatibility relations between representations of the cluster-permutation group G and 

the space-group representations (of H) in the last column. 

The case when the Hamiltonian contains only lNN interactions has an enlarged 

symmetry group since the eight-site sq -lattice cluster with lNN-only interactions "is 

identical to a bee-lattice cluster with lNN-oniy interactions8 (see Section V.4). 

The sixteen-site sq-lattice cluster (Fig. 5.lc) is in the lattice regime for arbitrary 

interactions. There is no extra symmetry beyond the space-group symmetry and 

further analysis proceeds in a standard fashion [the Brillouin zone15 is sampled at six 

symmetry stars: r (d=l); M (d=l); X (d=2); !. (d=4); l1 (d=4); and Z (d=4)]. Hidden 

symmetry exists when the Hamiltonian is restricted to INN-interactions only. The 

cluster-permutation group then contains 384 elements divided into twenty classes. The 

nonrigid permutation operator that generates the cluster-permutation group from the 

space group is given in the Appendix. This group is identical to the point group of a 

four-dimensional hypercube12 but will not be pursued further here. 

V.4 Example: Eight-Site Clusters and the t-t'-J Model 

As a further illustration, the eight-site clusters are examined in more detail. The 

se -lattice cluster is a self-contained cluster (see Fig. 3.1 of Chapter ill). The point 

group operations (with origin at a lattice site) corresponding to a rotation by 180° 

about the x-, y-, or z-axis {C]I 0} and the inversion {J I 0} are all redundant opera

tions; i.e., they are identical to the identity operation {E I 0}. Therefore, only 
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irreducible representations of the space group that represent {C]I 0} and {J I 0} by 

the unit matrix are acceptable representations. This is summarized in the character 

table for the cluster-permutation group (see Table 3.13 in Chapter III). The cluster

permutation group is isomorphic to the full cubic point group, 0 h , with an origin at 

the center of the cube defined by the eight sides of the cluster. 

The bee-, fcc-, and sq-lattice clusters are all in the high-symmetry regime. The 

bee -lattice is constructed from two four-site sublattices. The points in the bee Bril

louin zone15 sampled here are r, H, and N. The cluster-permutation group includes 

any independent permutation of the elements within each sublattice and the interchange 

of the two sublattices. The subgroup H corresponds to all translations and proper 

rotations and contains the following fourteen representations (with corresponding 

dimensions in parentheses): r1 (1); r2 (1); r12 (2); rts' (3); r25' (3); H1 (1); H2 (1); 

H l2 (2); H ts' (3); H 25' (3); N 1 (6); N 2 (6); N 3 (6); and N 4 (6). The character table is 

given in Table 3.14 of Chapter III. The classes {E It} and {C2 1 t
1

} combine to 

form one class of the cluster-permutation group as do the two classes {E I 9} and 

{C]I 9
1

} and the three classes {C4 It}, {C]I t}, and {C2 I tL}. The only 

.representations that are not required to stick together are then r 1, H 1, N 1, and N 4. 

The cluster-permutation group has twenty irreducible representations that satisfy the 

compatibility relations with H given in Table 5.8. 

The fcc-lattice cluster-permutation group16 has a subgroup' H that corresponds to 

all translations and proper rotations (see Table 3.15 of Chapter III) and is generated by 

the space-group generators and the permutation operator P that transposes the origin

with its 2NN. There are twenty irreducible representations as recorded in Table 5.8. 

The sq-lattice cluster-permutation group has been studied in detail in Section V.3. 

The compatibility relations of the twenty irreducible representations can be found in 

the last column of the character table (Table 5.7). Note that in the case of INN-only 

interactions the eight-site sq -lattice cluster is identical to the eight-site bee -lattice 
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cluster.8 

As an application of these enlarged symmetry groups, a model of strong electron 

correlation (the t-t' -1 model) is studied on these eight-site clusters. The t-t' -1 

model involves hopping between INN and between 2NN (excluding any double

occupation of a site) and a Heisenberg antiferromagnetic INN exchange interaction. 

Previous work on this model8 utilized only the symmetry of the subgroup H of the 

space group. Use of the cluster-permutation group simplifies the problem even further 

and explains most of the "accidental" degeneracies observed in the many-body energy 

levels. The largest Hamiltonian blocks that need to be diagonalized after the cluster

permutation group symmetry is incorporated are as follows: 5 x 5 for five electrons in 

the bee -lattice; 7 x 7 for six electrons in the fcc -lattice; and II x II for six electrons 

in the sq -lattice. It is interesting to note that, with the exception of two 5 x 5 blocks, . . 

the 6,56I x 6,56I Hamiltonian matrix can be diagonalized analytically for the bee

lattice. 

There are only a few cases of extra degeneracies that remain in the energy spec

trum. Most of these degeneracies involve parameter-independent eigenvectors; i.e., 

eigenvectors that do not depend on the hopping integrals t or t' or on the Heisenberg 

antiferromagnetic interaction 1. The fcc- and sq-lattices both have parameter

dependent eigenstates with energy levels that stick together and are summarized in 

Table 5.9. This sticking-together17 of levels would be explained if there was a larger 

symmetry group, an orbital-permutation group, that involves permutations mixing spa

tial and spin degrees of freedom, and contains the cluster-permutation group as a sub

group. The evidence in favor of this conjecture is that the extra degeneracies occur 

only between specific cluster-permutation group representations that have the same 

total spin.18 A similar phenomenon was observed in the Hubbard model at half-filling 

on an eight-site sq -lattice cluster. 13 
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V .5 Conclusions 

This contribution outlines the transition from a system that resembles an isolated 

cluster (point-group symmetry) to a system that resembles an infinite lattice (space

group symmetry). An intermediate region is discovered that has increased symmetry 

beyond that of the space group. These additional symmetry operations are nonrigid 

transformations that map the cluster onto itself and form a group, the cluster

permutation group (which typically includes the space group as a subgroup). An 

analysis of the cluster-permutation group shows two different effects: (1) the Hamil

tonian matrix for a given representation of the space group may split into irreducible 

blocks; and (2) irreducible representations of the space group (which frequently 

correspond to different points in the Brillouin zone) may "stick together." These two 

effects explain several puzzling degeneracies and level-crossings found, numerically or 

analytically, in many cluster calculations. _ 

The order of the cluster-permutation group may be quite large (see for example, 

the group of order 7,962,624 for the sixteen-site cluster in the fcc -lattice). The extra 

symmetry of such a large group greatly facilitates the numerical problem of diagonaliz

ing large Hamiltonians and may result in co~pletely analytical solutions (as seen in 

the eight-site cluster in the fcc-lattice18). The size of the cluster may be fairly large 

before this extra symmetry is lost (it survives up to the sixty-four-site sc -lattice cluster 

for Hamiltonians with lNN interactions only). The effect of an enlarged symmetry 

group is more pronounced in systems with shon-range-only interactions (compare 

Tables 5.2 and 5.3) since many nonrigid transformations that map the cluster onto 

itself preserve only the INN-structure of the lattice. 

The transition from the self-contained-cluster regime, through the hidden

symmetry regime, to the lattice regime were studied explicitly for the two-dimensional 

square lattice. The group theory for the eight-site clusters in the simple, body

centered, and face-centered cubic lattices and in the square lattice were discussed in 

..,., 
• 
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detail and applied to a model of strong electron correlation (the t-t' -J model) .. Most 

"accidental" degeneracies of the many-body energy levels are now explained. There is 

a strong indication that additional hidden symmetry remains in the fcc- and sq -lattices 

that mixes spatial and spin degrees of freedom. 

V.6 Appendix: Linear-Pair Rule 

A necessary (but not sufficient) condition for extra symmetry operations is the 

linear-pair rule: A linear pair is defined to be a pair of distinct opposite 1NN of a lat

tice site (i.e., the linear pair and the chosen lattice site all lie on a line). An infinite 

lattice has one unique lattice site that has both elements of the linear pair as 1NN. 

The linear-pair rule is satisfied whenever there is more than one lattice site that has 

both elements of the linear pair as 1NN. If the linear-pair rule is satisfied, then the 

cluster-permutation group may contain elements outside of the space group for Hamil-
-

r·· 

tonians that include only 1NN interactions, but is a (proper or improper) subgroup of · .,,, 

the space group otherwise. 

The nonrigid permutation operations that can be constructed when the lattice 

satisfies the linear-pair rule involve a nonrigid transformation of the 1NN of a given 

site. If a permutation operation can be constructed that interchanges 1NN of a given 

site so that elements that initially formed a linear pair do not form a linear pair after · 

the permutation, and this operation can be completed (consistently) to the entire cluster 

(preserving the INN-structure of the lattice), then a nonrigid permutation operator has 

been discovered. 

As an example, consider the sixteen-site sq-lattice cluster (Fig. 5.1c). The 

linear-pair rule is satisfied since both elements of the linear pair (2,4) are lNN to the 

sites 1 and 3. The permutation operator 

( 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 . 14 15 16 ] 

11 12 13 14 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 2 15 16 9 10 

" 
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is an order-six element that corresponds to a nonrigid transformation of the sq -lattice 

cluster onto itself preserving the INN-structure of the lattice. It will generate the 

entire cluster-permutation group from the space group by closure. 

The linear-pair rule is not a sufficient condition to produce extra symmetry for 

lNN-only interactions since the sixty-four-site bee -lattice and the thirty-two- and 

sixty-four-site I ee -lattice clusters all satisfy the linear-pair rule, but do not have any 

additional symmetry beyond the space group (see Tables 5.2 and 5.3). 

It is interesting to note that the I ee lattice is the only lattice that has no extra 

symmetry for lNN-only interactions (compare Tables 5.2 and 5.3). This probably 

arises because the I ee lattice is not bipartite.19 
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V.7 Tables for Chapter V 

Table 5.1. Neighbor structure for the four-site square-lattice cluster. 

site 1NN 2NN 

1 2 2 4 4 3 3 3 3 
2 1 1 3 3 4 4 4 4 

3 2 2 4 4 1 1 1 1 

4 1 1 3 3 2 2 2 2 
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Table 5.2. Order of the cluster-permutation group for arbitrary interactions on finite

size clusters with periodic boundary conditions of the simple, body-centered, and face

centered cubic lattices and of the two-dimensional square lattice. The symbols S, H, 

and L denote the self-contained, high-symmetry, and lattice regimes, respectively. The 

cases 'with cluster sizes larger than 32 are in the lattice regime. 

cluster cubic 

size space group sc bee 

1 48 s 1 s 1 

2 96 s 2 s 2 

4 192 s 24 s 8 

8 384 s 48 H 1,152 

16 768 H 12,288 H 4,608 

32 1,536 L 1,536 L 1,536 

fcc 

s 1 

- -
s 24 

H 384 

H 7,962,624 

L 1,536 

square 

space group 

8 

16 

32 

64 
128 

256 

s 
s 
s 
H 

L 

L 

sq 

1 

2 

8 

128 

128 

256 
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Table 5.3. Order of the cluster-permutation group for INN-only interactions on finite

size clusters with periodic boundary conditions of the simple, body-centered, and face

centered cubic lattices and of the two-dimensional square lattice. The symbols S, H, 

and L denote the self-contained, high-symmetry, and lattice regimes, respectively. The 

cases with cluster sizes larger than 128 are in the lattice regime. 

cluster cubic 

size space group sc bee 

1 48 s 1 s 1 

2 96 s 2 s 2 

4 192 - s 24 s 8 

8 384 s 48 H 1,152 

16 768 H 12,288 H 3,251,404,800 

32 1,536 H 13.824 H 6,144 

64 3,072 H 27,648 L 3,072 

128 6,144 L 6,144 L 6,144 

fcc 

s 1 

- -
s 24 

H 384 

H 7,962,624 

L 1,536 

L 3,072 

L 6,144 

square 

space group 

8 

16 

32 

64 

128 

256 

512 

1,024 

sq 

s 1 

s 2 

s 8 

H 1,152 

H 384 

L 256 

L 512 

L 1,024 

•• 
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Table 5.4. Character table for the space group of the four-site cluster on the square lat

tice. The symbol a denotes the mirror planes perpendicular to the x- and y -axes and 

cf denotes the mirror planes perpendicular to the diagonals x ±y. The translations are 

denoted by 0 (no translation), 't (first-nearest-neighbor translation), and e (second

nearest-neighbor). The subscripts II and 1 refer to translations parallel to or perpendic

ular to the normals of the mirror planes. The acceptable representations of the space 

group, that form the representations of the cluster-permutation group, are highlighted in 

bold. 

rl 
rz 
r3 
r4 
rs 

Ml 

Mz 

M3 

M4 

Ms 

XI 

x2 

x3 

x4 

1 

E c; 
0 0 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

2 -2 

1 1 
1 1 

1 1 
1 1 

2 -2 

2 2 

2 2 
2 -2 
2 -2 

2 1 1 

a E c; 
o a a 

1 1 1 

-1 1 1 

1 1 1 

-1 1 1 

0 2 -2 

1 1 1 

-1 1 1 

1 1 1 

-1 1 1 

0 2 -2 

2 -2 -2 

-2 -2 -2 

0 -2 2 

0 -2 2 

2 4 4 2 2 2 2 4 4 

cr C 4 a' E C i a a C 4 cr' 
a 't 't 't 't 't

11 
't1 oa oa 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
I 

1 1 

-1 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 

1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 ·1 -1 

-1 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 

0 0 0 2 -2 0 0 0 0 

1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 
-1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 

1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 

-1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 1 

0 0 0 -2 2 0 0 0 0 

-2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Table 5.5. Repeated operations of the space group for the four-site cluster in the 

square lattice and their identification with point-group operations. The cluster

permutation group is isomorphic to the point group C 4v with an origin at the center of 

the square. The space-group operations are denoted in the standard notation of a 

point-group operation followed by a translation all enclosed in braces. Put in more ~l 

mathematical terms, this table explicitly lists the homomorphism that maps the space 

group onto the cluster-permutation group. The first row (corresponding to the redun- ~ 

dant operations of the space group) forms the kernel of the homomorphism. 

point-group space-group 

operation operations 

E {E I 0}, {Cjl 0}, {a I 0} 

c] {E I 9}, {C]19}, {a I 9} 

c4 {C4 It}, {<r'lt} 

a {E It}, {C]It}, {a I t} 

a' {C4 I 0,9}, { <r' I 0, 9} 
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Table 5.6. Class structure and group elements of the 128 element cluster-permutation 

group of the eight-site square-lattice cluster. The notation is the same as that of Table 

5.4 and n denotes the third-nearest-neighbor translation. The element P corresponds 

to the transposition of site-1 and site-5 (see Fig. 5.1b). 

~ 

class group elements size of class 

• 1 {£ 10} 1 

2 {C4I0,6, !l} 8 

3 {C]IO,!l} 2 

4 { <JI 0, .Q} 4 

5 { cr 1 o, 6
1
1 4 

6 {£ l't}, {a.l-cl} 8 

7 {C41-c}, {0"1-c} 16 

8 {C]I-c}, { <J I 'til} 8 

9 {£I 6}, {C]16} 4 

10 {al6} 4 

11 {crl6
11
,n} 4 

12 {£ l!l} 1 

13 P{£10}, P {C]I!l}, P{al!l} 4 

14 P {C410}, P{O"I6
11

} 4 

15 P {C]IO}, P {aiO}, P{EI!l} 4 

16 P { cr 1 o, n 1, P{C416} 8 

17 P{£1-c}, P {C]I-c}, P{<JI't} 16 

18 P{C4I-c}, P{O"I-c} 16 

19 P{£16}, P (C]16}, P(al6} 8 

20 P{C4I!l}, P{O"I6
1

} 4 

.J 
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Table 5.7. Character table of the 128 element cluster-permutation group for the eight

site square-lattice cluster. The class structure and group elements are given in Table 

5.6. The classes are labeled by their number to save space in the table below. The last 

column gives the compatibility relations with the irreducible representations of the 

space group H (Table 3.16 of Chapter Ill). The subscripts p, z, and n denote 

representations that have a positive character, zero character, or negative character, 

respectively, for the element P {E 10}. The symbol q, is used to denote representations 

that mix different wavevectors. 

i:' 



r.p 
r.,. 
rlp 
rl,. 

M1p 

Ml,. 

Mlp 

M3,. 

•• 
412 

X1p 

x ... 
x2z 

X2z' 

413 
.4 
I:lp 

I:.,. 

~ 
~ .. 

-- ._ .. 

8 2 4 4 8 16 8 4 4 4 4 4 4 8 16 16 8 4 

t·l t:2 t:3 C4 t:s t:6 C7 Cs C9 t"10 C11 CJ2 C13 t."14 C15 C16 .c11 C18 C19 C2u 

I 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

I I I I 

-1 I I -1 

-1 I I -1 

-I 

I I I I -1 

-1 I I -1 -1 

-1 I I -1 -1 

2 2 -2 -2 0 

-2 2 -2 2 0 

0 2 2 0 0 

0 2 2 0 0 

0 2 -2 0 0 

0 2 -2 0 0 

0 -4 0 0 2 

0 -4 0 0 -2 

0 0 0 2 0 

0 0 0 2 0 

0 0 0 -2 0 

0 0 0 -2 0 

I 

-I 
-I 

-1 -1 

-1 -1 

I -1 

-1 I 

0 0 2 

0 0 2 

0 0 -2 

0 0 -2 

0 0 -2 

0 0 -2 

0 -2 0 

0 2 0 
0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

-2 

-2 

-2 

-2 

2 

2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

-I 

-I 

I 

-I 

-I 

-2 

2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

-2 

-2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

4 

4 

-4 

-4 

-4 

-4 

-I 

-I 

I 

-I 

-I 
0 

0 

2 

-2 

0 

0 
0 

0 

2 

-2 

2 

-2 

-I 

-I 

-I 

-1 

I 

0 

0 

0 

0 

2 

-2 

0 

0 

-2 

2 

2 

-2 

I 

-I 

-I 

-I 

I 

-I 

0 

0 

2 

-2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

-2 

2 

-2 

2 

-I 

-I 

I 

-I 

-I 

0 

0 

0 

0 

-2 

2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

-I 
I 

-I 

-I 

I 

-I 

I 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

-I 

-I 

-I 

-I 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

-I 

I 

-I 

I 

-I 

-I 

0 

0 

-2 

2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

I 

-I 
-I 

-I 

-I 

0 

0 

0 

0 

2 

-2 

0 

0 

2 

-2 

-2 

2 

r. 
r. 
rl 
r3 
Ml 

Ml 

M3 

M3 

f2EDM2 

f 4EDM4 

x. 
x. 
x2 
x2 

f 5EDX3 
M5EDX4 

I:l 

I: I 

~ 
~ 

-\0 -
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bee -lattice rt 

rl 

Ht 

Ht 

fee -lattice rl 

rl 

r2 

r2 

• 

Table 5.8. Reduction of the twenty irreducible representations of the cluster

permutation group to the corresponding irreducible representations of the subgroup H 

of the space group for the body-centered and face-centered cubic-lattice clusters. The 

dimensions of the irreducible representations of·the cluster-permutation group label the 

columns. 

2 3 4 6 
I 

8 9 12 18 

r 2eH2 r12eH 12 Nl r25'eN2 N1(f)N4 f'ts'(fJH 15' fBN2$N3 

r12eH 12 Nt r 25'eN2 N 1eN4 
r 1er12eH2 N4 H2s'fBN3 

r2eHt(fJHt2 N4 H25'$N3 

rt2 Xt Lt rts'ex4 L3 

r12 Xt Ll r25'ex 3 L3 

x2 L2 Xs 

x2 L2 x5 

"5 C",:l •J 

.... 
\0 
N 
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Table 5.9. Symmetries of parameter-dependent eigenstates of the t-( -J model that 

stick together in the eight-site clusters of the face-centered-cubic lattice and the square 

lattice. The sticking together of levels is not required by the cluster-permutation 

group. In the table below, N denotes the number of electrons and S denotes the total 

spin of the many-body wavefunctions. The subscript n denotes representations that 

have a negative character for the operation P {E I 0} . 

fcc -lattice sq-lattice 

N symmetry s number of N symmetry s number of 

levels levels 

5 Lin EB L3n 
3 
2 

2 4 4»I e 4»3 e 4»4 2 2 

5 Lin EB L3n 
1 

2 
.2 

6 rin EB Min 2 2 

6 Lin EB L3n 1 4 7 rin EB Min 
3 

2 
2 

7 Lin EB L3n 
3 2 
2 

7 Lin EB L3n 
f 

2 -
2 
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V.9 Figures for Chapter V 

Figure 5.1. Four-, eight-, and sixteen-site clusters with periodic boundary conditions in 

the square lattice. The N x N tilings of the square lattice are highlighted in gray. 

The four-site cluster (a) is a self-contained cluster since the periodic boundary condi

tions do not add any new lattice connections. This fact is highlighted by the dashed 

lines in (a). The eight-site cluster (b) is not a INN-determined lattice, as discussed in 

the text, and lies in the high-symmetry regime. The sixteen-site cluster (c) has no 

additional symmetry for arbitrary interactions but does possess hidden symmetry for 

Hamiltonians that contain only lNN interactions. 

a) 

f"-

' 
, .. 
• 
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